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!rods face few job opportunities ASUOP senate
JYDAN LAMBERTSON

„ may be true that to get a
d job you need a good eduj- but this year's college
lites may soon be jolted
'^realization that a good
Jcation doesn't guarantee

also in for a rough time, and
McGregor talks about thepros
pects in each of those fields:

nt, a good jobDifficulty in finding a good
,may already be a personal
erience for many grajling seniors. Bill McGreDOP's career placement
]#;tor, doesn't think things
I going 'o 8et any easier for
tie-

McGregor attributes a por, of the job shortage to the
nomic slowdown experced all over the country.
„ever, a major part of the
•Mem is that there are just
:many graduates.

PHARMACY:
Although
there are opportunities for re
tail pharmacists, especially in
the large chain stores, it is be
coming increasingly difficult
for the individual pharmacist
to obtain employment under
desirable conditions.

ness of the public to vote more
money for the schools — the
education gradate faces an uphill battle to find a job.
In addition to these pro
blems, McGregor points out

that of the few openings, most
go to minority applicants to ful
fill affirmative action require
ments.
This means that unless the
average graduate with teach

ing in mind is willing to work
anywhere and without a fulltime contract, he or she is vir
tually unemployable at the pre
sent time.
The exception to this

meager report on education, is
the Conservatory of Music gra
duate who has a teaching cre
dential. McGregor feels that
graduates in this area, with
see JOBS pg. eight

makes substantial
cuts iu budget
By JIM SLACK
and CARTER LOWR1E

He says the graduate
should consider working in the
location or store in which he
can find the best job. In other
words, he must be "mobile."

The ASUOP Senate finally
completed the 1975-76 budget
hearings Sunday night. Dur
ing the three lengthy discus
sion sessions, the senators
managed to trim the$232,000 in
requests from campus organi
zations to the proposed $165,000
amount.

For example, McGregor
says that a pharmacist who
wants a job with a particular
chain in a particular city will
have difficulty finding a job
with both of these speci
fications.

MCGREGOR pointed out
„ of the 150,000 college gra
ces in 1961, 42 percent of
® were liberal
arts
jjors. But by 1981, he esti:es that 58 percent of the
1,000 graduates to major in
:«ral arts.

"This figure is a conserva
tive estimate and does not in
clude the constituent school
budget which is constitu
tionally
guaranteed
of
$53,000," stated ASUOP Busi
ness Manager Dan Nutley.

ENGINEERING:
Al
though opportunities here have
declined, thisremains the most
lucrative of all fields to enter.

This number is given more
eaning when one looks at the
alts of a survey done in the
4 for the years 1965 and
31.
It showed in 1965 that, of
t employers interviewed,
e-half were interested in hir(someone with a liberal arts
iground. But seven years
:er. the same study showed
at less than 20 percent of the
iployers were still inter
red in liberal arts graates.

"The $75 per student fee
determines the total budget,"
he continued. Fall figures run
historically five percent higher
to cover anticipated activities.
An $8,000 surplus in our cur
rent budget will also carry over
to next fall, Nutley explained.

Up until this year, if you
graduated with an engineer
ing degree of any kind, accor
ding to McGregor you could
find a job.
The current slowdowns in
the construction and com
munications industries are
changing the situation. This
means graduates in the field,
though better off than most,
will still have to make a dili
gent effort to find the job they
want.

What this means to UOP's
iduates is that they are comting with a lot more people
Mewer jobs, many of which
*ge doesnot train them for.

The result, says Mc'(8or is that less than 10 perMthe people hired in busi
es and industry are liberal
'sgraduates.

ACCOUNTING: This, as
with engineering, is a good
area to enter at the present
time.
Though jobs with pre
stigious firms are hard to find
and very competitive, gra
duates in this field are still not
in the desperate situation that
liberal arts graduates find
themselves in.

McGregor also pointed out
there are some good

al

Wunities for pharmacists
industry and marketing as
™as in hospital and clinical
'k and that the student
not close his mind to
Boreas. He said, however,
1these areas are also very

•hpetitive.
However, students gra
cing with specific skills are

EDUCATION: McGregor
labels the prospects of the gra
duate in education as "super
grim."
He pointed out that there is
not really a surplus of teach
ers: that if money were no ob
ject and classroom sizes were
al desirable levels, there would
be plenty ol jobs for teachers.
But because of three main
things — the leveling off of the
population, the increasing pay
of teachers and the unwilling-

Will UOP grads find themselves at the unemployment office this summer?
This year's graduates from UOP and other colleges across the
nation may soon find themselves in lines like these, looking for
work. The outlook for college graduates in liberal arts is not

Rathskellar

Student munugment lost due
to lack of communication'
By KENNETH BREWER

Student managment of the
Rathskeller will end this year
because of what manager
James Harrington called "a
lack of communication, coordi
nation and cooperation with
food service director Paul

100,000
"it filed
lainst UOP
former student at UOP,
filed a $100,000
.gainst the university lor
a8es she allegedly incurr°tn the publication of her
ftiire
•n the 1974 Naranjado,
»P's
now-defunct student

"So, what we have here,"
emphasized Harrington, "is a
staff-managed Rathskeller. I
do not threaten my emplo
yees—instead I work right
alongside them.
"What makes me mad is
that Paul does not think I am
strict enough with the Rath
skeller personnel."

'fbook.

^a,bed

as co-defendants in
now before the San
*n County
Superior
' are the university, the
(a non-lunctioning
; ' and assorted John

(

ASSISTANT MANAGER
Arnoldo Torres also feels that
there is a lack of commu
nication
with
Fairbrook.
Torres said that I airbrook s

"S.

>raing to certain rewas "embarS
Wrl l
:1(]. ° tears by a telephoto
, re that was taken un,ts and published without
°nsent."

^ Uo'S> 23' a drama major,
\
two years ago and
lves
with her grandln Palo Alto.

Fairbrook."
The food service office has that theft has been going onhas
phased out the position of no ground and is unfounded."
manager and is running an ad according to Torres.
in the Pacifican for three assis
FAIRBROOK was una
tant managers—"capable of
taking on full responsibil vailable for comments •
ity"—and a full time cash
Harrington and Torres be
ier—' 'UOP graduate or a grad lieve that it has been "bad
planning" and "slow main
uate student."
tenance" which have caused
Harrington feels that the
any efficiency problems.
main problem lies in the differ
They believe that faulty
ences in management policy
between himself and Fair- fans, broken stove equipment
and poor food supply stand
brook.
ards can be attributed to a lack
"FAIRBROOK is a classi-, of response by Fairbrook.
Harrington claimed that
cal management type. Paul
feels in order, to motivate the Rathskeller in one night
employees, he has to threaten has made a larger profit mar
them with their jobs: whereas I gin than the Mall or the Red
believe in a modern theory that
employees can be motivated
through encouragement and
active cooperation between
staff and management.

ann Davis,

Jbe picture was apparentwpn while Davis was restrehearsals in the play.
J Secret Life of Walter
J: in which she played a
girl.

IN SPITE OF almost 15
hours of discussion on the pro
posed budget, the senators
tended to accept the recom
mendations of the five-mem
ber senate finance committee,
followed its outlined
which
priorities closely. However,
Pholo by Sim von kalinowski
differing opinions among the
senators and from spokesmen
who were unhappy with their
organization's
allocation
good, but some jobs arc available. Bill McGregor of the UOP
created controversy
which
placement office gives some good advice to this year's grads
often turned into heated de
in going about getting a job.
bate.
The largest single expen
diture approved by the senate
was $30,211 to Social Affairs
Director Chris Hebard for his
1975-76 program, a $6,000 in
crease over last year. Most of
this new money will go to inno
vative programs such as
comedy acts, mime per
formances, etc.

attitude towards trusting stu
dents is "pathetic.

Cause

of

$100,000 suit

clure. original'. Pub'lsl""^J" "jSauwauIMM"
This p>ci

acfunct UOP stddent year oo

,

yearbook and

suit made
various othe"'r^XaUhe picture was being tak. n
she was unaw

Torres
explained that
Fairbrook had indicated tohim
that, in his experience as food
service director, he has come
to the conclusion that students
are prone to steal.
"Fairbrook has accused
the Rathskeller stall ol theft.
However, Fairbrook's belief

wood Room combined.
Harrington stated that "in
our last three cost reports, pro
fits over basic food costs have

Almost $13,000 of the social
budget will go to the 10 pro
posed dance-concerts for next
year, but Hebard feels he has
his ' hands tied" as far as being
able to attract top stars to
UOP, due to lack of funds.

One of the most hotly debaled issues was the funding of
Nor Cal PIRG, whose repre
sentative, Ted Goslen, re
quested $7,500 from ASUOP to
carry out its consumer-related
activities on campus.
Senator Gary Janzen sup
ported this argument and
moved that PIRG be funded by
ASUOP for the entire amount,
but on the folowing conditions:
(1) that a $2.00 /semester re
fund be available to every
UOP student and (2) that a
board of directors be esta
blished to control the money
allocated to PIRG.
The motion died for lack of
a second and prompted Presi
dent Karen Akerson to reark
that "if PIRG is allowed to ini
tiate the refund system, then it
would be possible for students
to ask for refunds for any parti
cular program within ASUOP.
films, feeds, dances, etc. This
should not be."
IN ANOTHER area of
controversy, several senators
questioned the $100 weekly
see SENATE pg. eight

American party system
discussed by Hayakawa
Parties exist
to prevent
revolution
By SUE ANDERSON

Pacifican
this year
This is the last issue of the
Pacifican for this aca
demic year. We will re
sume publishing the week
of September 8—12.
All correspondence un
til June 15 should be ad
dressed to: Joseph Goldeen, 4404 Manchester Apt.
23, Stockton, Ca 95207.
The
staff
of
the
Pacifican wishes all stu
dents good luck on finals
and hopes everyone has a
relaxing summer.

The forum on national pri
orities wasgrantedonly $14,000
for next year's program. This
$4,000 reduction was based on
lower attendance figures at
events this year. New Forum
Director Bill Casey was great
ly disappointed and explained
that "this cut will only curtail
future engagements and no'
lead to an improved pro
gram," as he had envisioned.

see RATHSKELLER pg. eight

Last

\

ONLY THROUGH pos
sible block-booking with other
California schools, he said, will
he be able to realize his ambi
tion of slating performers such
as Van Morrison, Richard
Betz, Fleetwood Mac, etc.
Anderson Y has been allo
cated $21,000 to continue its
highly popular film series and
other assorted tutorial, camp
and counseling programs. The
film "Woodstock" has been
dropped in favor of a series of
three Asian classics.

..

|

Hayakawa spoke last week
S. 1. Hayakawa, noted columnist and past president of San
«•
.
,,
.
...
j ..
... ... .
. ..
h rancisco Slate, spoke at Raymond Great Hal last week. He
staled that even though "each parly is a reflection ol the
other," the two-party system is necessary in the American
political system.

"The only alternative to
government by legislators is
government by the whip and
gun, terrorists and slave labor
camps," declared S.I. Haya
kawa at Raymond Great Hall
last week.
Hayakawa. noted colum
nist and past president of San
Francisco State College, spoke
to an audience composed pri
marily of middle-aged adults
and a sprinkling of students.
His appearance was spon
sored by the ASUOP forum on
national priorities and the Col
lege Republicans Club.
He chose for his subject the
American political system.
stating that the two-party s>sgovernment
venled

and

revolution

^nKI'tan
has pre"^

Wlthjn

government
see

HAYAKAWA pg. five
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The best of Question
The best experience?

Preparation for finals?
*

' V"
• 'W

O

--"'VP

1

o

Is

M Q n « ctudenl
Itui
rights
proces
The worst town?

ASUOP doing the job?

The student justic
things, has the respor
students are accused c
Like the board, room hike?
goes to the ASUOP Su|
The best experience?
iguilt or innocence c
mends an appropri,
McCaffrey. If there
an omission of evider
blish sufficient grour
Bob Skinner-Gra^
vi| cH
Susan Brown — Junior
granted to the Joint
Pharmacy School. Salin
Conservatory
of
Music.
sisting of students, fa
Jamie Jones — E'resliAnderson,
CA.
Evei*"
Moving out of South/West. It's
man, Callison. 1 steal the exam
The JUJ was crea
seems just to rednecky [! 8
a nice place to visit, but 1
the night before 1 have to takeAnderson is just a h*®' tern which was in essi
wouldn't want to live there. Se
it Then 1 put the answers on a
south of Redding, i ^ e
condly, I'd like to put a bag
Jamie Jones—Freshman,
suited was that if a pre
What about the opposite sex.
micro clot which looks like a
pharmacy intershipin Sali^
over Mark Rogo's head and
School of Engineering. Yes
of a case tried in the
I reckle on the back of my hand.
see if he looks the same.
ASUOP is alright, except
the academic vice pi
The next day I put in my superPenalty
for
pot?
there's never enough funding
magnifying eye so I can read
invariably tried again
allowed lor the cathouses
the freckle. Then I party.
The whole cycle raisi
downtown.
the administration rt
cheating.
Helen Pohl—Junior, COP.
The JUJ seemed
I
don't
think
it
should
be
high
Rick Wilson — Sopho
er, we pay enough as it is. They
What about the opposite sex?
vote of confidence fi
more, Covell College. My
ought to take some of the mon
transfer to the University of
this semester resistin
ey from the increases and put
Penalty for pot'
Texas came through.
the JUJ refused to g
them toward improving soror
fessor. Dr. Otis Sha<
ity life. We never get the best ol
U.S. aid to Southeast Asia?
commended for his,
anything around here.
charter despite outsi
However, the l
circumvented the
Under McCaffrey's
Mark Rogo — Senior, COP.
More than a mouthful is wasted
mittee has been app
The penalty for pot?
. . . put a bag over their heads
sident to hear th ap
How about the dental clinic?
Hondo—Junior, cop
and turn them upside down,
To put it bluntly
Nothin'
just
get
more
pot
l
they all look the same
.were just thinking abouigu,::
This makes the third
. . . Hey, Arnie Torres, how's
to get stoned when you guys
Worst of all, the acc
your Mama?
came along.
up in the air for aln
Though he is c
sident McCaffrey, w
Red Smith — Senior, COP.
to all that the studen
O.K., lemme tell ya. . it's all
areas of student go'
in the mind, ya know? Then
Dave Matthews—Fresh
running a close second is, uh,
The administrat
man, COP. 1 say hang all them
how do you say, ... I like the
god-damned hippies by the
up two years ago: M
John "Vito" Rossi—Ju
nice developed body with the
genitals in the public square.
proval. But in this
nior, COP. I'm against it be
uh, let's see . . the long legs
words or signatures,
cause there are still a lot of
and the beautiful tan, yeah,
good friends that are drafting is their problem
that's it . . . the perfect Min
able'' and I don't think getting
nesota woman . . . you Cali
fied with the outcor
us involved would accomplish
fornia guys don't know what we
moves the matter fi
anything; it didn't the last
got up there.
Mike
Fleming—Senior,
Not only is this
Myron
Kauk—Sopho
time,
except
a
lot
of
lives
were
Callison. I think they should
more, COP. I think the law is
lost.
Think
about
getting
some
students
but it is an
have started it long ago. I
line as it is. I don't see any rea
aid to UOP.
gence and the mat
haven't been to a dentist in liveson to change it.
years. II cost too much to go
The facts of th<
there.
teachers are upset
tern should only be
system, not to a reh
to be an institutior
administration, as v
Dr. William Gaines, the eign programs offered with and crafts center of the Uni most rewarding educational
basic ethical proce
versity Center.
experience of my life.''
newly elected president of the any interested students.
It is sad to he:
A
special
meeting
for
all
Institute of European Studies
IES has centers on even
The cost of the program is
students will be held next
institution think so
tlES) will be on campus next
approximately the same as
By ROCKY LIPKOWITZ
Wednesday at 4 p.m. in thearts foreign campuses. Pacific is
week, discussing different for
they can say studer
one of 27 affiliated colleges and
that for tuition at Pacific.
die their own aff;
universities that participate in
Whereas UOP scholarships do
UOP Public Interest Re Apothecary, both on North El
the program.
around and remov
not apply to foreign study, search Group (PIRG) has re Dorado. The UOP campus
Title; The only thing more repulsive than standing in line
action does not me
is standing at the end of the line.
Fifteen to 20 UOP students state scholarships and federal cently completed two surveys pharmacy generally had the lo
have already been admitted to and state loans do. IES does of dealing with prescription drug west prices available to stu
or will not handle <
dents.
the program for next year. The fer a limited number of prices and bank services.
system should be <
Act I (The Pot Thickens)
scholarships to needy stu
students will be sent to one of
The drug price survey at
The services provided by
But whatever i
dents.
tempts to show the difference the various pharmacies were
the campuses in either Eng
tration started telli
land, France, Spain, Germany
in
price
between
brand
name
Judge
Mentor:
"Will
the
accused
please
take
the
stand.'
also surveyed. PIRG expected
Further information con
or Austria.
Prostitutor: "Mr. Hue G. Lidd?"
does not want stuc
cerning the IES program can prescription drugs and their that the smaller, privately
Lidd:
Nervously,
"Ye...Yes
sir."
generic
(chemical)
equi
should say so, dire
"The program can be ei
be attained by attending either
owned stores would provide
A NEW IDEA IN
Prostitutor: In a slow but pursuing manner, "Mr. Lidd,
ther one semester or year
the Wednesday meeting or by valents and was undertaken in more services than the larger
lot of students agr
$TOCKTON THAT
are you familiar with the name Pink Floyd?"
long," said Vice President Ju
contacting Vice President support of the generic drug chain stores, but found that the
This is an imp
substitution bill now before the differences were not great.
CAN $AVE YOU
Lidd: Somewhat paranoid, "Yes sir, but I never ..."
dith Chambers, campus coor
Chambers.
can
be
determinec
state
legislature.
This
bill
Prostitutor: "And isn't it true that you advocate theuseof
Exact results of the sur
dinator of the IEXS program.
HUNDRED$ OF
Visine?"
would allow pharmacists to vey can be obtained by con
Because of this, th
"This
can
be
an
invaluable
DOLLAR$ ON
substitute the generic equi tacting Bonnie Mueller or Rich
learning experience."
Lidd: Becoming somewhat frantic and unwrapped, "But
tent policy on the
AUTO REPAIR
valent of a prescribed brand
. . . but."
Dixon, Grace Covell Hall, or
there is, there is n

o

President of IES to speak next week

o

PIRG compiles
drug surveys

reality?

THE

BILL$

DO-IT-YOURSELF
AUTO REPAIR
SHOP

• EXPERT MECHANIC ALWAYS ON DUTY <
444 N. EDISON ST. JUST SOUTH OF E. FREMONT
STOCKTON, CALIF.
TELEPHONE (209) 464-7042

The program is mainly
open to juniors but some sophmores are accepted.

"We hope all students
interested in this program will
attend the May I4meeting with
Dr. Gaines," said Chambers.
"For all those students who
cannot attend but are still
interested they should come to
my office."
Past IES participant Judie
Mallry said, "The time I spent
in Vienna was probably the

Get college and
England and you i
together next fall. I

|MI laiiaiHi ail •• v ••«wt

What an exciting way to add something unique to your college
experience! Join the University of Evansville at our Harlaxton
Study Centre in England next fall. You'll earn a full year of college
credits for classes held in our beautiful Victorian manor. And you'll
have plenty of time to travel in London, Paris, Rome — through
out Europe. The cost, including room, board and tuition, is
$3,400. Open to all qualified college students, including freshmen.
Fully accredited. But enrollment is limited, so send the coupon
today for complete details. No obligation.

i

Se$a nltl'tLiquors

j

UQUOft - WINE - DEUCATESKN

Party Supplies - Groceries
Keg Beer • Free Delivery

FWOMt 474.3275
47.» 3275
IMCtt*

SI'Kt'lAI.
NT KOIC
SOUOKITY U1SCOI
ti KKATKHNITY

I

i
f ||-|IWfTnTrrt«E

name drug.
Generic drugs are substan
tially less expensive than their
brand name counterparts, as
shown by the survey.
FOR EXAMPLE, prices at
some stores ranged from $5.65
for ampicillin, a generic drug,
to $10.80 for pollycillin, one of
its brand name equivalents,
valents.
"Passage of this bill would
pass on considerable savings to
the consumer," stated Ted
Gostin, UOP . PIRG coor
dinator.
Many Pharmacists argue
that generic drugs are inferior
in quality to their brand name
equivalents. However, the bill
allows pharmaeists to use their
own discretion in these sub
stitutions.
The survey disclosed a sig
nificant difference in prices
among the surveyed stores.
Among the lowest were Pay
Less Drugstore on Wilson Way
and the Gemco Pharmacy.
Among the highest were
Hungar Pharmacy and Organ

Debbie Jansen in South/West
Hall.
Banks in the Stockton area
were surveyed to compare
general bank services, plans
for savings accounts and to see
if a student checking was avai
lable.
THE BANKS which have
student checking accounts in
clude Wells Fargo Bank, Bank
of Agriculture and Com
merce, Mid-California National Bank and Bank of
America.
The main benefits of the
student accounts are no mini
mum deposits or balance
lower service charges and spe
cial plans for keeping the
account open during the sum
mer with no money in it
1 hose banks with no speci
fy student accounts usually
had another discount plan
These special plans often had
no minimum balance, but
charged 10 to 15 cents for each
check written.
Exact results of the bank
survey can be obtained Basia
Belza, 462-9419.

Prostitutor: "Then you admit that you are familiar with
the philosophies of Doonesbury , Fritz the Cat and the concept
of boogie?"

Lidd: Downcast and bogarted, his last puff of strength
gone, "Yes, sir."
fi, JUC?ge Mentor: "Mr. Lidd, this court has no alternative
l° f'nd y°U gUilty 0f
being a counter-culturist
Next! "

Act II (Is counter-culture a course in microbiology at U0P-)
You know who you are. You are a member of the counter
culture. Your crime? Your thinking is different, twisted an
; ?
angled from the norm.
The scene takes place on campus. It is nighttime and coo'
as you tiptoe toward the dorms avoiding the one patrol ca^
The asparagus capital of the world sleeps on. QuicklynoW. "P
the stairs. Hurry! Close the door to safety. .
...l
lck. The psychadelized stereo sounds frenches with
innermost recesses of your brain, as you empty your sluS 1 ®
Lampoons,
Rolling
ZigZag UuUc
papers
,
o Stones mags,
iuago, Lilg/jclg
1 a and
t**»» the '*, s
H
onto
rioct M„„.„
patty
atty
onto vonr
your desk.
News clippings of prison reform, P
b ,rea b°U S and a
1 Marxist doctrine for pre-schoolers »»line v
Ck Slid
. s'
back
and Wait
wait. Ahi/axrc
Always maitinrt
waiting and
and l0()Kifl$
looking
a sign. Waiting? I once heard a rumor that the revolution'5
coming.
Act III (The Heroine Enters)
You: "It came?"
Me: "Yes!"
radical r'h!'°n ~ definition: a complete, pervasive, usua'!y
m something, often
quickly.
one made relatively

REN™CALCULATOR
SALES
ADDING MACHINE

L0W..RATES
w>"

apply

TO: Director of Admissions
Dept 47
University of Evansville
P.O. Hos 329
Evansville. Ind. 47702

;.SllJBSp
•KHK

An Independent, church-related

coeducational Unlveralty

^ 1W adiH
3 month, tor m
aomriiieMii«PBii.4M»-M»i|

ing It did'not^n '3Ut
'n tbe accustomed manner of sPe^
rumbl* **
as expected as campus J
camius
campus fell tn itc k.T rumble
eattacks. Rather
athor It
namg with
cry from a few s
it came
with da "
r
An a^id, Pt l!nler"eUllUnsls and a P"ffof weed the
lunacy when
natneoTthe
me of the W^V*"
we0ble Ca" U lunacy
when I1 want to change th®r
me of the Wood Memorial
rrabnebul»
Llbl'ary
10 the
Litmary or addre
streets
af
Wouldn't it hi I
ter those as Pooh Corn®
dressed in officiaf Star T° ^^ Ul'thC d'n'ng ha" ^
Trek ""'forms?
The revn n
silence and indUf°,n n°W goes by fbe names moratoE'U„..e
was the counter.,^'n'"06' 11 was a raw and cruel hoax. Wh
u tunsts when the Revolution came, wa
ing TV?

PSYCHIATRIC
KELP 74

THE.

DOCTOR

js©

What is the morning

This pill is known
'eniule hormone that
up lactating breasts
I believe the last t
sure which directior
going—usually buck
teaching beagles how
Buck to your que
been released to pre
cest. Meanwhile it h;
Pregnancy under mi
heavy dosages for liv
of exposure.
Sometimes it ma
can give you medic;
t'on. If the I)ES doe
cause if you hud a lei
vuginu in her lute le
This is lousy the
'the pill." II this at
thing to do with the 1
by contact.
A.F. Morrison
Lowell Student Ileal

lay 9
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A EJ

f indents have no
rights off due

WEEKLY
SPECIAL
in Congress
to reduce tuition

rocess at (JOP

By Curt Koehler

The student justice system at Pacific, among other

when
^,sare cnopecd °f Cheatin8- Theoretically; a case
totheASUOPSupremeCourt,which decides the

Meetings with ASUOP,
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new oSibeea^a neOC'ated ^tudents instated
ment at UOP The chan eW yearofstudent govern™>nv and e»en ittSem Asu™ m"e
remain the same.
ASUOP appeared to

"l Slh°Vwa5,ha'if a ProfesJsor did not like the outcome
? in SinjJacase tried in the student court, he went crying to
e academic vice president, and the students were
,variably tried again, this time by the administration
,ewhole cycle raised serious doubts as to whether
,eadministration really wanted students to handle

gatingThe JUJ seemed to answer that question with a
0f confidence for the student court when, early
semester resisting requests by McCaffrey himself
JUJ refused to grant an appeal by an irate proDr. Otis Shao, chairman of the JUJ, is to be
mended for his and the group's adherence to it's
rier despite outside pressures.
However, the administration has again simply
(cumvented the whole student justice system,
sder McCaffrey's authority an independent comitiee has been appointed by the academic vice pre
sent to hear th appealed case again.
r;
COP. J0 PUT it bluntly, this last action is patently absurd.
iboutlo.^Tismakes the third time this case is being reviewed,
n you guysK>rs,of al1'the accused students' futures have been
pin the air for almost half a year now.
Though he is certainly within his powers, Predent McCaffrey, with this action, has demonstrated
jail that the student justice system is a farce, like most
easof student government.
The administration approved the ASUOP-JUJ setjj two years ago: McCaffrey himself even gave hisapjoval. But in this case, action spoke louder than
tordsorsignatures. Although students are told cheat5 is their problem, if the administration is not satis?d with the outcome performance, then it simply renoves the matter from student hands.
Not only is this procedure unfair to the accused
lydents but it is an affront and an insult to the intelli
gence and the maturity of all college students.
The facts of the current case are irrelevant. That
tachers are upset with the effectiveness of the sys|mshould only be relevant to a restructuring of the
pern, not to a rehearing of the case. If a university is
:o be an institution of honor and integrity, then its
administration, as well as the students must adhere to
iasic ethical procedures.
It is sad to hear that the people who guide this
stitution think so little of myself and my peers that
icy can say students are responsible enough to hanle their own affairs on the one hand, then turn
g in line
round and remove that responsibility when student
action does not meet their desires. If students cannot
'will not handle cheating cases effectively, then the
stem should be changed.
But whatever is done, it is about time the adminisstand."
'ation started telling it like it is. If the administration
;oesnot want students to handle cheating, then they
Wild say so, directly and publicly. They might find a
r. Lidd,
Mof students agreeing with them.
This is an important subject. A.student s future
e use of
"i be determined within the context of this system,
kcause of this, there must be a dependable, consisd, "But
policy on the handling of cheating cases. Unti
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or funds has reflected these goals. The CIP tutoring
program, the Career Life planning program ASUOP
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Beginning next September, two types of regular
meetings will be scheduled with students in a joint
effort to explore campus issues. First, ASUOP will
sponsor open forums during the fall and spring when
all students will offer feedback to their student
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Editor:

We read with sadness the
story in the Pacifican, April 25.
that Vice President Dochterman had precluded the gay li
beration people's participa
tion in Pacific Day.
Granted that the gay lib
bers espouse what to some of us
may be embarrassing ideas,
and granted further that their
presence at Pacific Day may
have had uncomfortable so
cial and even ecnomic conse
quences for UOP, the admini
stration's action can still only
be regarded as an enfringement of free speech and aca
demic freedom at this school.
We are reminded of a
statement made in another
context by Justice Fortas.
"Freedom of expression would
not truly exist if the right could
be exercised only in an area
that a benevolent government
has provided as a safe haven
for crackpots.'
One can only wonder in this
particular instance who those
crackots really are. The con
sequences are (,'lear enough,
though. No one was embai
rassed by the gay libbers at
Pacific Day, and everyone s li
berties are less today.
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T T6 Provided with increased ficinaHri ?PP°rt for the c°m'ng year. Student partiapation has increased through the use of surveys as a
key element in program planning. These pre
parations are all necessary-but preparation is not

there is not justice at Pacific.
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have

office available for students wishing to come in and
offer criticisms and suggestions. Every dorm, fra
ternity and sorority will be visited in order to gain in
put and circulate information in addition to all of the
regular campus communication channels.
During the remainder of this year (May 12-21) I
will be in the ASUOP office during my regular hours.
All students are encouraged to come in and talk.
Students have an immense, unused power. Little
can be done, however, without the input and active
consent or dissent of the student body. Our unifi
cation can positively affect the educational goals of
our university. Only informed, participating students
concerned about their education can aid in the crea
tion of an intellectual community.
If student government is isolated from the peo
ple it serves, then student government serves no pur
pose. However, ASUOP provides a channel for in
volving students in the decision-making process ot
the university. ASUOP cannot be effective without a
solid, concerned and active constituency. The edu
cational goals of the university begin with you, the
student, for you as a student, are the future of the uni
versity.

MacLean, Assistant
of Ectnormcs, GOI

COLLEGE

President Eisenhower
once said that education is not
only the means for earning a
living, but for enlarging life.
His words are especially
appropriate for those who com
plete college.
Your generation's candor,
sensitivity and desire for crea
tive involvement are hearten
ing signs that you will be doing
more than just earning a liv
ing.
You are graduating in a
particularly difficult year. You
will be faced with many uncertainities.
But the oppor
tunities that await you are even
greater than the challenges.
It will indeed be within
your grasp to enlarge and en
rich life in our society. As you
make the decisions that will
shape your course and that of
your country, I hope you will
keep in mind that one person
can make a differdnce.
Times have changed
greatly sinceI went to college.
But looking back on those days
in the context of today 's world.
I know that the same opti
mism and hope I shared with
my classmates is very much alive in you today. I want you to
know how muchI admire youi
enthusiasm and determ.nati0n and how convinced 1 am
that you will make a differ
ence for America.

Dear Editor:
Communication between
people of different nation
alities, races, religions and cul
tures is a very important and
desirable goal to attain. I
would like to take a few
minutes of your time to ex
plain to you about an organi-

dework-study
program,
dicated to the concept of crea
ting meaningful dialogues be
tween the people Africa and
North America. Its par
ticipants are students, but
there are also teachers, doc
tors and other professionals.
Since 1958. over 3,000
Americans and Canadians
have lived and worked in over
33 Africdn nations. Black and
white North Americans have

zation that is committed to the
kind of communication that
few are even attempting to
day. This work-study program
is called Operation Cross
roads Africa, 1975.1 will appre
ciate your interest and willing
ness to consider this project for
a scholarship donation.

learned much as a result of
their experiences in Africa.
They have learned to under
stand and respect each other's
culture and differences. They
have increased their practical
knowledge of African geo
graphy, politics and culture.

Before I explain this ex
citing program, I would like to
introduce myself. My name is
David Dow.I am a sophomore
at UOP. My home is in Den
ver, Colorado, where my pa
rents, two sisters, brother andI
have lived 19 years.I am a gra
duate of George Washington
High School, class of 1973. My
major is in business admini
stration.

Working with African
counterparts in many coun
tries helps in this knowledge
and has left some tangible evi
dence of their labors in such
things as schools, water sys
tems, youth centers and me
dical dispensaries. The young
people that go on Crossroads
have also learned a great deal
about themselves, their own
beliefs and those of their home
country. Many have been moti
vated to engage in other areas
of international study and
work.

This semesterI applied for
participation in Crossroads
Africa
on
the
recom
mendation frommy family and
in particular frommy older sis
ter, Marsha. Marsha went on
this program in the summer of
1972. Her group went to a small
town near Lagos, Nigeria, in
I wish eachof you the satis which they helped to build a
faction that comes from doing community hall.
your best at something you be
Operation
Crossroads
lieve in.
Africa is a privately financed
Gerald R. Ford

The Pacifican is a publication of the Associated
Students, University of the Pacific and is pub
lished weekly during the academic year. Entered
and paid as second-class postage in Stockton
October 24, 1924 at the Post Office, Stockton,
Calif., under the Act of March 3,1897. Subscrip
tion $3 per year. Telephone 209-946-2114. Mem
ber of the College Press Service and National
Advertising Services, 360 Lexington Avenue,
New York, N.Y. 10017. All material copyright The
Pacifican 1975. Send form 3579 to The Pacifican,
University of the Pacific, 3601 Pacific Avenue,
'Sfpckton. Calif., 9521.1
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It costs Crossroads $2,350
to send a participant to Africa.
Ol this amount. 1 am respon
sible for $1,400 which will be
used for transportation, room,
board and insurance. My pa
rents have paid $850 of the
$1,400 I need to raise. I would
sincerely appreciate your help
in sponsoring me to parti
cipate in Operation Cross
roads Africa this summer.
Please remember that all
contributions made out to
Operation Crossroads Africa,
Inc. are tax-exempt and a re
ceipt to that effect will be sent
to you from their office.
Sincerely yours,
David A.Dow
Omega Phi Alpha
University of the Pacific
Stockton, CA 95211

(CPSJCongressman James O'Hara (D-MI)
launched a major assault on rising tuitions when he
introduced a bill to rewrite federal higher edu
cation policy earlier this year. If passed, the bill
would clamp severe restiiflions on burgeoning stu
dent loan programs, expand opportunities and
encourage work-study ventures.
The bill has been subjected to a month of hear
ings and is currently awaiting action by the House
subcommittee on postsecondary education, of
which O'Hara is chairperson. The current financial
aid statutes are set to expire june 30, 1976.
According to O'Hara, the bill is "a Step toward
ending the scalation of present tuition levels," in
line with O'Hara's own long term goal of making
"two more years of tuition-free education avail
able beyond high school to every qualified Ameri
can.
"Before we can reverse the tide of higher tui
tion; we must stop it," the Congressman said. "I
hope this bill, in the light of present economic cir
cumstances, will move us in that direction."
In one confrontation with administration, edu
cation officials during hearings on the bill, O'Hara
charged that President Ford's student aid pro
posals would result in higher tuition and turn fede
ral assistance into "another welfare program" re
quiring students to swear a "pauper's oath" before
they could be assisted.
Ford's policy calls for a restricted Basic Grants
program coupled with heavy reliance on loan pro
grams.
Up against the loan wall: O'Hara's attack on
loans, according to Jim Harrison, staff director for
O'Hara's subcommittee, is one of the keys to the
maintainence of low tuition.
In a telephone interview Harrison said in
creased reliance on loans puts much of the burden
for financing higher education on students. Yet, he
asserted, "Every time the public educates a student,
it benefits.
The O'Hara bill would end direct federal insur
ance of student loans, halt federal capital contri
butions to the National Direct Student Loan pro
gram, restrict the amount of Guaranteed Student
Loans (GSL) a student could recieve in one year
from $2,500 to $1,500 and prohibit schools them
selves from making GSL's.
Only private lenders would be able to issue
GSL's, and to encourage bdtler management, onlv
80 percent instead of the current 100 percent of a
bank s losses would be federally insured.
,
According to staff director Harrison, the availa
bility of "soft-loan-dollars"—money insured by the
government at no risk to the lender—encourages
high tuition.
Both high tuition and soft loan money are in
the interests of schools, Harrison said. When insti
tutions raise tuitions above what students can af
ford, the education specialist argued, schools sim
ply present the students with federal loans con
tracts and say, "Don't worry about it, just sign
here."
Harrison cautioned, however, that loans are a
"necessary evil that should be used to broaden a
student's choice of an education, but not to define
whether a student should receive any education at
Broadening BEOGS: A major provision of the
bill would eliminate the half-of-cost ceiling on Ba
sic Educational Opportunity Grants (BEOG) so stu
dents attending low or no-tuition schools could
have more ot their costs covered by the govern
ment.
Under current regulations, for instance, a stu
dent attending a no-tuition school with noninstructional costs of $2,100 per year is expected to
pay the first $500 before becoming eligible for a Ba
sic Grant covering only the difference, or $800.
"A program that leaves an $800 gap at a zerotuiton institution...is not providing basic access,"
said one university chancellor in testimony
supporting O'Hara's bill. "Access is not a halfway
concept."
In an effort to broaden eligibility for Basic
Grants, the bill would remove fixed assets like a
house or farm, from consideration of a student's
financial status. Supporters of the hill claim that this
would open up the program to more middle class
students who come from families with such fixed
assets, but who have nonetheless limited incomes.
Other provisions include a vast expansion of
work-study, both by eliminating need require
ments and increasing funding, as well as the ex
pansion of State Student Incentive Grants, based
not only on a state's support of student aid but also
on the success of the state in maintaining tuitionfree public institutions.
Untargeting minoiity aid: One major pro
blem with the bill, according lo its critics, is that it
shares money formerly targeted on poor people
with those from the middle class.
"The going will be very rough for blacks in an
'open' versus 'earmarked' student aid system,"
warned one black educator.
Another critic charged the bill would make it a
policy to concentrate low-income students in lowtuition institutions. Defenders of the bill, how
ever, stressed the significance of minimal costs for
those desiring minimal costs, while loan programs
would still be available for those wishing to attend
more expensive institutions.
Still others charged that increased reliance on
private banks as lenders would harm low income
students because of reputed discrimination by
these lenders against the poor, blacks and women.
Another objection was raised concerning addi
tional emphasis on work-study, on the grounds that
many from poorer educational backgrounds need
to spend most of their time 011 studies.
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ASUOP officers
certs and four smaller events
per semester. The recom
mendations by the finance
committee are considerably
less, however, explained He
bard.
The argument was that six
dance concerts per semester
was too many. Hebard, alias
A1 Fondue, responded that
the number of dances could be
reduced, thereby enabling
larger sums of money to be uti
lized for bringing high quality
entertainment, as opposed to
"bunk" functions.
"I greatly appreciate the
work done by the finance com
mittee," said Hebard. "But
what kind of leeway do I have
to throw something people will
remember?"
An alternative he is consi
dering is revenue events where
students would have topay one
or two dollars to see peoplelike
Garcia, Saunders, Ry Cooder
or Taj Mahal.

Social chief
Hebard hopes

to amuse
Bv TERRY BUTLER
Chris Hebard, the new so
cial director at ASUOP. plans
to make next year a memora
ble one for entertainment.
• I was hired because thev
wanted to see something new
and unusual," said Hebard.
"Who remembers what hap
pened last year except lor
maybe one or two things? So 1
said, 'give me some money
and maybeI can do something
for you.' "

HE INTENDS to bring a
wide range of amusement to
UOP includingcomedians, the
atre, dance, folk music and
concerts. A few of his ideas in
clude:
—Wavy Gravy.
—Mobi Trobi, a living, in
flatable, total environment
which was created two years ago at
Raymond Common
Room. Glottis Industries of
San Francisco is thinkingol do
ing another one.
—George Carlin.
—Firesign Theatre.
—Monty Python's Flying
Circus comical theatre.
—The Commitee. a group
from the Bay Area which does
refutable, counter-culture co
medy acts.
—Mort Sahl.
—The San Francisco Mime
Wavy Gravy, Mobi Trobi and Kwani and the Kwanditos are
troupe—"maybe put them in
just some of the attractions ASUOP's new social czar, Chris
the middle of a dining hull dur
Hebard, hopes to bring to UOP. lie has put out a survey this
ing dinner,"
past week to find out students' true thoughts as to what they
—The National Black The
would like to see on next year's social bill.
atre.
—A Ravel performance
pertise in the area of polls. The
HEBARD is also working
with UOP's John Casserly
survey should be completed by
with Bill Casey, the ASUOP
dance troupe.
this week.
—Bola Sete, a Brazilian forum director, to get people
The main problem He
like
Dick
Gregory
and
Leo
guitarist who filled Ray
bard foresees is the budget.
nard
Nimoy
(Mr.
Spock
from
mond Great Hall last year.
His predecessor, Lee Rosen
—A progressive music Star Trek) to speak at UOP.
berg, requested $20,000 per se
A
survey
to
determine
workshop with Bay Area mu
mester lor dance concerts and
sicians (hopefully Jerry Gar what students really want has
was granted $14,500.
carefully
been
written
up
with
cia) .
Hebard has requested
help
of
Martin
Gibson,
a
the
—Leo Kottke.
$14,400 for two large dance con

ASUOP social czar Chris Hebard

the Kwanditos.
"They threw me off the air
three times," said Hebard.
"Once was for playing the song
by The Fugs, 'Johnny PissOff.'"
He was on the board ol di
rectors and one of the coordi
nators for the Bay Area Musi
cians Collective, and was in
volved with Project Artaud, a
factory converted partially in
to an experimental living area
and partially into a large hall
for theatre, concerts and par

THE FUNDING for the
Rathskeller is up some. "I'm
red of students and local talent
getting chumped lor good mu
sic," said Hebard.
He feels that if students
want to change this situation,
they should lobby or write him
to show they care.
"I am a showman, a hust
ler, a crowd pleaser—not a poltician, said Hebard, making
it clear that his views are not
the same views as the ASUOP
administration. "And I do not
like to be put in the situation of
a politician."
Some people may remem
ber the Rainbow Patrol Goril
la Theatre in 1970, of which He
bard was a member, or the
Third Floor Ritter organiza
tion which helped change the
Raymond core course curric
ulum to the new embryo pro
gram. "We tried to incite stud
ent excitement on campus,"
explained Hebard.
Hebard worked lor WERS
radio in Boston as an engineer.
He wasemployed at KUOP
in 1970 and worked with the late
Tom Donahue, who was the
manager of KSAN radio in Sun
Francisco, and his son Cosmo.
He did productions of "a
couple of aborted San Francisco favorites" and publicity
tapes for the band Kwanie and

GARDEN of
EATIN'

reception, dinner am
highlighted last Satui
• night's Cinco de Mayo celt
it»y1
,ution at UOF. attended b
proximately 70 students.
MEChA
(Movimient
. mdiantil Chicano de Atzlan
Censored the event.
Dancers performed on th
n lront °' Anderson
wn '
'
3 to 5 p.m., and a rece|
[rom
was held in El Centro at
e

(Editor's note:
All the
newly appointed ASUOP offi
cers—Rhonda Brown, Bill Ca
sey, Marcella Gardner and
Chris Hebard—are making a
concerted effort to utilize stud
ent input as a major source for
program planning.
All are willing to hear and
discuss your ideas with you.
All you have to do is make the
effort to see them in the
ASUOP office.)

ties.

According to Casey, stud
ent interests have changed and
there are no't too many big
name speakers that can stir
student interest any more.
Speakers from California,
especially the Bay Area, will
be stressed primarily because
of cheaper cost and better availability.
"The lecturers and people
that pass through the Bay Area and Stockton represent a
wealth
of information that
hasn't been used in the past,"
commented Casey.
"I would like to make the
forum a clearing house for
those speakers."
He added that David Duke
from the Ku Klux Klan has
.been invited back for another
speaking engagement.
Casey is currently looking
for an "enthusiastic assis
tant" and suggestions for
speakers.

"WE DID all the security,
recordings, sound and con
tracts, and we did it for practi
cally nothing," Hebard said.
He worked for Spain's lar
gest discoteque, Barbarella in
Torremolinas, playing
re
cords for people to dance to.
"They danced to the Doors, but
they wouldn't dance to the
Dead," said Hebard. "I got
canned."

001 director

, e w l v appointed office of information director,
ASUOP's
„ ,nei
houes to turn her office into a clearing.
5SSSJ
toncomint! ASUOF. She will mm* „
".rnniO inl-rm
ol whai iher oll.ccr, arc

Gardner will create
clearinghouse for info
She slated she didnot know
how she was going to keep
track of all information enter
in the office, but this is one ol
the prospects she will be work
ing on this Summer.

With a willingness to try
new ideas, knowing they might
fail eventually, Gardner hopes
to turn the OOI into a clearing-

for faculty,

"I hope to establish a nti
work of information services,
as far as what ASUOP officers
do," said Gardner. "001 will
be available to deans and other administrators for find
ing out information from other colleges."

student liason

Future speakers

By NORM CONE

will appeal to
smaller groups
Bill Casey, new director of
the ASUOP forum on national
priorities, will "exploit the
Bay Area for low-key speak
ers that appeal to smaller
groups" in arranging lor next
year's
speaking engage
ments.
Casey, who served lor the
past three semesters within the
ASUOP office of information,
stated that he wants students to
design their own programs by
suggesting
speakers
they
would like to hear.

"I am excited and chal
lenged." said the newly ap
pointed ASUOP academic af
fairs director, Rhonda Brown,
after her approved appoint
ment May 1 by the ASUOP sen
ate.
ASUOP President Karen
Akerson, who held the same po
sition before assuming her new
position this spring, described
the role of the director as "that
of liason between students, fa
culty and administration," a
job which includes such duties
us student-inteest
surveys,
handling grade grievances and
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Gardner hopes to inform
the student body of what goes
on in the ASUOP office through
a series of newsletters and bul
letins. "I hope to release as
much information as possible
so that students can be aware
of what their student officers
are doing."

all matters of an academic na
ture.
Brown, a Callison student,
has served on various Callison
committees including student
council, the academic stan
dards committee and the stud
ent-faculty committee.
Akerson described the new
director as "willing to work
with people" and "concerned
with academics at UOP."
She will have a staff which
includes an assistant, a re
search coordinator and a grade

DUDDY'S—Your Leading Western.

Hl-Parformance

Several UOP students froi
and sororities competed in t
Bath Tub Race April 26.
Pacific, including one from

Another project Gafdner
will attempt to tackle thissummer is the problem of dupliea
HE EXPLAINED I
tion of efforts between 001 each party is a reflectioi
newsletters, the Pacifican and he other," and that they ag
the University tenter Repori. p the basic system of An
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"Marci is a person who is
involved in a lot of activities.
This should help her quite a bit
in her job," said ASUOP Pres
ident Karen Akerson of Mar
cella Gardner, the newly ap
pointed director of the ASUOP
office of information (OOI).
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What better way to spend a
spring day than floating down
the delta — in a bathtub.
Three
Pacific living
groups found out when the City
of Stockton dedicated the new
marina at Lake McCloud on April 26.

the race because his tub sank
three times at the starting
gate.
"The last thingI wanted to
do was get in that tub." said
captain Patti Dudgeon," but I
knew ifI wouldn't, then none of
the team would."

All the Greek houses were
invited to compete against one
another in a litte "good clean
fun," but only Delta Delta Del
ta, Phi Kappa Tau and Sigma
Alpha Epsilon ventured to take
the plunge.

THE RACE was run as a
relay. The fastest sprinter of
the day was Ginny Cole who
breezed past all competition on
the way.

THE HIGHLIGHT of the
day was the well-publicized
rri-Delta vs. K.JOY disc-joc
competed. Jill Pederson (foreground) and Sue key race. The week prior to the
Hopper (left) from Tri-Dell try to get ahead of event. KJOY broadcasted a
barrage of threats and comi
KJOY disc jockey Jason O'Neil.
cal comments between the TriDelts and the KJOY "good
guys."

At Stockton Bathtub Race
,ral UOP students from the fraternities
{sororities competed in theCity of Stockton
i. Tub Race April 26. Three teams from
lie,including one from Delta Delta Delta
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He stated that this may be
the best reason for welcoming
the
Vietnamese
refugees,
adding
that it "would be
terrible for a nation of plenty to
reject them."
Although he admits it is a
gross generalization,
Haya
kawa stated that Republicans
tend to believe "to hell with
poor people as long as the sys
tem prospers," and the Demo
crats say "help the poor no
matter what it does to the sys
tem."
Hayakawa believes that
the people turn to Republicans
when they want a period of
tranquility, although he feels
Nixon was a disappointment in
this area. He commended
Nixon on his gains in civil
rights and U.S. withdrawal
from Vietnam.

He stated that soon after
the Civil War was over, the
agencies already set up to help
blacks disappeared and the Ku
Klux Klan took over.
"The freedom of blacks
was delayed because of the
abolition movement," he com
mented. "This was because
they would not just sit down
and figure out what to do with
the released slaves."
Hayakawa views politics
as "a continuing flow of com
promise" and thinks decisions
are basically a choice between
two or more blunders, one less
damaging than the other.
Hayakawa admitted that
he is contemplating running
for public office.
"If I run, it will be as a
Republican because I can't
switch parties again."

"We were determined to
win that trophy after the things
they said about us on the
radio," said UOP's Barbara
Nau.
The race was comical and
the many on lookers wondered
if the tubs could ever float. DJ
Dave Bowling never started

While the Tri-Delts were
steaming, the DJ's were sinkti Dudgeon, Jill Pederson,
Ginny Cole, Sue Hopper.
Barbara Nau and Pam Kelley
placed first while the wet DJ's
looked on.
There was a race earlier in
the day with Phi Tau meeting
SAE. Phi Tau emerged from
the muddy battle as the victor.
During the entire race only
three tubs were sunk.
The races were an at
tempt by the City of Stockton to
get university students more
involved in the city's civicevents. All in all. the day was a
splashing success.

UOP's Asian Cultural Af
fair, consisting of various Chi
nese, Japanese and Pilipino
food dishes, martial arts dem
onstrations, exhibits and en
tertainment, is scheduled for
tonight
and
tomorrow.
Sponsors for the third an
nual event are the Associated
Pilipino Students, Asian Alli
ance and ASUOP.
"The cultural affair is be
ing presented to provide lor
cultural interaction and un
derstanding between all seg
ments of the campus and the
community population," ac
cording to
co-chairpersons
Janie Sugiyama and Kathy
Roncale.
The Affair will begin to
night with the showing of two
movies, "Ikuru" ("To Live")
and "Seven Samurai." They
will be presented at 6:30 in Al
bright Auditorium.
Tomorrow, opening at 11
a.m. in Anderson Dining Hall,
will be an art display featuring
works by several members of
the campus Asian community.
Demonstrations of Chi
nese calligraphy and a work
shop on Pilipino art using co
conuts will be given during the
day.
Outside, in front of Ander
son Dining Hall, the Music
Masters will perform at 11 a.m.
At 12:30, Lou Syquia of San
Francisco will present poetry
on Pilipinos in America. Angel
Cabales and Jim Gines and
their classes in eserima and
karate will give demonstra
tions at 12:45.
Lunch will begin at 1 p.m.
The dishes being served will in
clude barbecue teriyaki chick
en, roast pig. chow mein, o'sushi and pancit. The lunch is
free to ASUOP cardholders.
At the same time, the
Stockton-based
Luzviminda
Dance Troupe, under the di
rection of Voltaire Gungab,
will perlorm. lollowcd at L:to
by a judo demonstration by the
class of Duke Yoshimura and a
tai-chi demonstration by Mr.
Chenhua Sheng. At 2 p.m. a
Chinese Lion Dance will be
performed by Norman Lew
and Johnson Chan.

NUCLEAR POWER: THREAT OR PROMISE will be the
topic for a debate next Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the Scottish
Rite Auditorium, 33 W. Alpine Ave. For more information call
Judy Saeks, 477-5871.
WOMEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE VOLLEYBALL prac
tice times for next fall are 7 to 9 a.m. on Mondays and 7 to 9
p.m. on Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays. Contact Lin
da Bolder at 946-2472 for more information.
STUDENT INTERNSHU'S in localpublic agencies will be
available next fall. Jobs include work with the Probation
Department, Public Defender and the City of Stockton. Most
jobs are volunteer, howeVer there are some paid positions.
Contact Dr. Jerry Briscoe at 946-2414 in Bannister213 for more
information.
AN ACTIVITY FAIR has been scheduled for the lust ses
sion of summer orientation. UOP students w ho wish to sell or
display their arts and crafts should call 462-9681 and ask for
Rocky or Stewart.
ASUOP TRAVEL SERVICE has summer jobs in France
and England. For information, see Michele French or Ralph
Myers in the ASUOP office. 946-2233.
THE BAHAI CLUB will hold a meeting Wednesday at 7
p.m. in the Program Planning Center.

I NEED STUDENTS to sign-up for my course "Oral Inter
pretation of Literature" (ACO 193) during the second session
of classes this summer at UOP. It willmeet from 9: 10 to 10:40
a.m. in WPC 130. For more information, call 946-2505.
UNIVERSITY CENTER BOARD OF DIRECTORS cur
rently has four seats open for two on-campus students. If you
are interested in these positions, contact Karen Akerson at
ASUOP before May 15. 946-2233.
PROJECT SURVIVAL is sponsoring a "walk for life" in
Sacramento May 21 to bring attention to the question of nu
clear power. Car pools from Anderson Y are being set up to
leave at 8 a.m. Contact Michael Breckenridge or leave a mes
sage for him at the CIP office, 946-2436.
SENIORS should check with the Registrar's office imme
diately to make sure you will receive proper honors at gra
duation. If you feel that this semester's gradys will help your
GPA, then it must be specially requested. Otherwise, this
semester's grades will not be counted.
THE ANNUAL SENIOR ART EXHIBIT is scheduled from
May 4-25 and will be on display at the University Center art gal
lery'. Some 80 works will be shown in such areas as painting,
photography, jewelry, drawing and sculpture.
ASIAN-AMERICANS who have written plays concerning
the Asian-American situation may receive $150 cash prize for
the best play script received. For more information, write to
Playwright Search. AATW, 144 Central Ave., San Francisco,
CA 94117.
SENIORS! You should check with the Finance Center to
see if you have $50 coming back to you which you paid in your
freshman year.
CELEBRATION!!! Saturday, May 10, theOmicronchap
ter of Alpha Kappa Lambda will host a banquet dinner and
dunce to celebrate its 20lh anniversary on the UOP campus'.

Students to work at University Center this summer and next fall

JOB REQUIREMENTS: Eagerness and a willingness to work to
serve the students of UOP.

(The meanest drink in town.)

PROGRAM COORDINATORS FOR: Rathskeller entertainment, fine
arts, mini-course programs, outdoor activities, minority pro
grams, recreational games, publicity, special events, film series,
lecture programs, video programs, research, duplicating &
graphics, art programs, ad hoc (I have an idea I would like to work
on) and student faculty interaction programs.
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PAY: From nothing to very little but great rewards in leadership and
learning experiences.

Fill out the form below and bring itto the University Center Director's Office

NAME:

The perfect go-togethers
a t a most comfortable price

UOP ADDRESS'
SUMMER ADDRESS:

UOP PHONE:
POSITION (S) APPLIED FOR
14 South School St., Lodi
Weberstown Mall
IR S. California
•WainhardCom£anj

Portland, Oregon.

SUMMER PHONE:
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ANTHONY

Tomorrow night at the
Rathskeller promises to be one
of the biggest evenings in the
restaurant's young existence.
One of California's most
May 9, 1975
BRYANT, Entertainment Editor,
renown bassists, Keno Oshi
___ —
dari, will perform along with
guitarists Skip Moy and Allen
Farmer, saxophonist Norman
Lankl'ord and drummer Ro
bert Rosenstein.
Though the group is pri
marily considered a jazz mu
sician, he has been known to
grant," and was personally de
produce
music that varies
five hit singles in a row in the
from down right swinging "be
dicated by Neil to John Lennon
last two years. Wherever he
and his current plight to re
bop" to more subdued ballads.
appears in England or Europe,
Farmer s style has been
main in the United States.
he plays to sellout audiences
compared to such performers
— he cannot walk the streets of
Tickets for this greateven as Joe Pass and Herb Ellis".
ing of music are on sale now at
The performance will be
Weberstown Box Office and gin at 9 p.m. and go on until
Tower Records.
midnight.

Neil Sedaka to perform
in Sacramento
Sedaka's back, in all his
crowning glory, with the great
est songs of his career — new
and old. Neil Sedaka brings to
the Sacramento Community
Theater some of the best songs
ever written on May 22 at 7:30
p.m. On the same fabulous
show, the soul ladies of pop,
The Pointer Sisters, make
their first Sacramento appear
ance.
Between 1959 and 1963,
Neil Sedaka sold over 25 mil
lion records. He has written
over 75 top-ten hit records in
his career. Among those that
are charted as classic are "Oh
Carol,"
"Calendar Girl,"
"Stupid Cupid," "Breaking Up
Is Hard to Do," "Happy Birth
day Sweet Sixteen" and "Stair
way to Heaven."
Neil has made a success
ful
reunion
with
con
temporary music. He has shat
tered his old image with his
personal appearances since
they prove without a doubt that
he is truly a contemporary art
ist.
FOR THE past three
years, Sedaka has been the top
recording artist in the United
Kingdom. During that time he
has had lour albums on the
English charts at the same
time—all in the top 20—and

Clark Gable
remembered

Fallon House to
26th season

•••

came into public eye with a
new book called "Gable and
Fifteen years after his. Lombard." This novel tells of
death and almost a quarterof a
century after his heyday as
"The King" of Hollywood,
Clark Gable's star shines ever
brighter. Through frequent
revivals of "Gone With The
Wind" and numerous of his
films shown on television, a
new generation of film au
diences are seeing Gable films
and are liking what they are
seeing.
By LUIS REYES

NEIL SEDAKA
London
without
getting
mobbed.
When "Laughter in the
Rain," his single offering on
Rocket Records label burned
its way to No. 1 with a bullet on
the U.S record trade charts, it
was obvious that, like the title
of his first Rocket LP,
"Sedaka's Back," Neil was in
deed at the top of the heap and
here to stay. His latest wax
offering is also destined to the
No. 1 record trade chart posi
tion. It's called "The Immi-

DISCussion
By PETER GRANT

PHYSICAL GRAFFITI - LED ZEPPE
Alter live platinum albums, each selling over a million
copies. Led Zeppelin has released its latest work: "Physical
Graffiti." Il is a double album, nearly two years in the ma
king. which manages to loucli on all the bases of their past.
There is blues ("In My Time of Dying"), acoustics'.
("Bryon-Y-Aur") and lots of pounding hard rock. It is a recapi
tulation, a tour de force.
•Jimmy Page, the group's producer-guitarist-musical
director manages to encompass a wide variety of effects, all
w ithin the standard Zeppelin sound.
Using John-Paul Jones (on base and synthesizer) and
Bonham (on drums). he sets down a massive bottom of rock,
the backbone from which lie and Robert Plant (on vocals) can
work from.
Plant's guitar work is legendary, and here il continues ils
many uses. There is some slide guitar, a little country and even
a soft acoustic piece. But mostly Plant continues with his
trademark: distortion. Avoiding clean riffs, he stays with
choppy chords, luz/.ed-oul overtones and weaving in and out
with Plant's vocals.
Plant has a limited vocal range, but it is a perfect com
pliment for Page. It adds a gritty, gravelly part to the bands
overall hard rock. Distorted along with I he guitar, backed by a
heavy, beating wall ol sound, it helps produce the music tor
which Zeppelin is famous: hard rock.
Zeppelin started out in the late 60s w ith the standard tormat of rock-blues music. Using that as a base, it progressed to
its own brand of rock. Branching out with albums 111 and IV.
the group arrived at a distinctly different sound in "Housesof
the Holy ." While "Physical Graffiti" does not have any start
ling new breakthroughs, it docs a superb job ol recapitulating
parts of the past five albums.
"Ten Years Gone" is slightly reminiscent ol the classic
"Stairway To Heaven," with ils interplay ol hard rock and
acoustics.
"The Rover" is a perfect Zeppelin cut: hard
pounding beat w ith a slightly distorted guitar luycd on top.
"Sick Again" opens with a fuzzed-butguitar, then a drum, then
bass and vocal. A little lateron a clcarguilar (as clear as Zeppelm is ever likely to get) is dubbed over the fuzzing bottom
beat.
"Physical Graffiti" is not without a few problems. At
times the wave ol sound can simply be too much. Plant's voice
docs not have a very wide range, but it conveys the group's
sound. Some ol the longer cuts ("In My Time of Dying," "in
The Light") never really mesh. "Down By The Seaside" is a
schizophrenic cut that starts out cute, rocks throughout the
middle and then ends on a cute note.
All in all. however, it is a superb album that simply dem
onstrates just exactly w hat this group is capable of. Hard rock
drawn I com a variety of sources, infused with a wide array of
effects. Led Zappclin continues in top form.

At a recent revival of
"Gone With The Wind' ' here/in
Stockton, sighs could be heard
from the girls and women in
the audience at the sight of
Clark Gable on screen.'"That's
Entertainment," the recent
MGM musical spectacular,
featured a tribute to Gable's
screen image. Judy Garland
personified many a young girl
as she sang "Dear Mr. Gable"
to her favorite screen idol.
Clark Gable's appeal lies
in a strong , masculine perso
nality. rugged good looks and
his powerful way with women.
Gable's best film period was
from 1933 till 1941 where he
starred in such films as "Mu
tiny On The Bounty," "San
Francisco" and his greatest
triumph "Gone With The
Wind."
THE AMERICAN moviegoing public chose Gable us the
only actor for the role of Rhett
Butler in the film version of
Margaret Mitchell's book. This
role has come to be considered
Gable's best and the one which
he is most associated with.
The movies' most glamor
ous women acted with Gable
including Gurbo, Luna Tur
ner, Vivien Leigh and even
the etherial Marilyn Monroe in
her and Gable's final film "The
Misfits."
Recently

Gable's

name

CLARK GABLE
the famous love affair and
marriage of Gable and film ac
tress Carol Lombard.. The
marriage ended suddenly and
tragically in 1942 when, while
on a war bonds selling tour, the
plane which she was aboard
crashed and all aboard were
killed. Gable never quite got
over her death.
GABLE served in the
Armed Forces during the war
and returned to the screen, but
without the same enthusiasm
he had before. It was said that
after seeing so many brave
men die in the horrors of war he
felt it silly for himself to be
earning a living play-acting on
the screen. Most of his films
during the following years
were not worthy of his talent.

By CHRIS MAYTNIER
The OOP men's tenni
capped its disappoints
tZn Lt weekend in Sat
J0Se during the Pacific Coas

Association

By ALISON BARNWELL
Just imagine being in
vited to spend nine weeks of
your summer amidst the beau
tiful trees and gorgeous wea
ther of the Mother Lode coun
try.
You'll be personally awa
kened every morning by kind
words and gentle hands. Three
meals a day will be ready and
waiting for you, and you'll be
served in a picturesque bar every night around 11 o'clock.
YOU MAY spend after
noons sunning yourself at the
dock or you might spend your
days engaged in crafts such as
stitchery, painting and wood
crafts.
Then again, you may
spend your time singing and
dancing all day long.
On top of all this, you can
go to the theatre every night of
the week. In addition, you'll recieve six units of academic cre
dit for participating in all these
activities.
Where, you ask, is this
veritable haven of rest and
/relaxation? Why, it's none
other than the Maisson d' Fal
lon Country Club.
Actually, what has been
described is anything but a
haven of rest and relaxation.
It's Fallon House Theatre, the
UOP summer repertory thea
tre program located in Colum
bia, California.
Indeed, all of the above
description is true, although
perhaps a trifle misleading.
The members of the company
are
awakened
personally
every morning (sometimes by
cold water in the face), but it's
at 7:50 a.m. without fail. Of
course, on Sunday the com
pany can sleep in until 8:50.
THE COMPANY resides in
Eagle Cotage, two buildings
away from the theatre itself.
The
theatre,
incidentally,
houses the ghost of Jim Fal-

STATELY EAGLE COTAGE
nual quintet of plays. It is located in Tuo|Uni„ The Pacific men's tennis tea
i rt.) Coach Maurice McCuIlt
County's Columbia Slate Park.
Sue Collier, Mark Weisei

Eagle Cotage (as opposed to "cottage")
houses the approximately 20 company mem
bers who perform Fallon House Theatre s an
ion, as well as hundreds of bats
who like to put in an occasional
appearance during perfor
mances.
Company members can in
deed sun themselves on the
dock behind the theatre, but
this is while they're sawing,
painting and hammering away
in an effort to get an entire set
built within a week.
This summer the Fallon
company will present five dif
ferent productions. The sea
son will open with "Paint
Your Wagon," followed by "No
Sex Please, We're British,"
"Ten Little Indians," "70Girls-70" and "You Can't Take
It With You."
Each show will be cast, re
hearsed and performed within
the time span of one week. For
instance, the cast and crew list
for "Paint Your Wagon" will

be posted
posted on Sunday afterbe
noon, June 29.
The company will meet for
a readthrough that evening.
From Monday through Friday
the company will work from
9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and then
from 7 until around 11 p.m. re
hearsing, building sets and cos
tumes, digging up props, etc.
The actors will have their
lines memorized by Wednes
day. There is a dress rehear
sal on Saturday morning, and
on July 5 "Paint Your Wagon"
(as well as the 26th season of
theatre at Fallon House) will
have its opening performance.
ONCE THE show is open
there still isn't a chance for the
company members to catch
their breath and get a little
rest. After the set for "Paint
Your Wagon" is struck follow

ing the matinee performance
on July 6, the cast and crewljst
for "No Sex Please, Were
British" will be posted am
the entire production procedure is repeated.
Fallon House Theatre pra.
vides an outstanding opportunity for serious students of the
theatre to gain practical exper
ience in all aspects of play pro.
duction. This year's season
runs from July 5 through Au
gust 23, with a total of 43 per.
formances.
It is the hope of the Fallon
House staff and company to
draw an even larger attend
ance than last year, which to
taled over 10,000 people
Ticket and season ticket
information may be obtained
by writing the UOP drama
department or Fallon House
Theatre.

Ingmar Bergman's "Cries
and Whispers" will be this
weekend's feature at the Uni

versity Center Theatre.
"Cries and Whispers" is
such an intimate examination

of feminine psyche that its
creator, Ingmar Bergman,
seems to possess a form of Xray vision. In some extraordi
nary way he is able to see into
the inner recesses of the
human soul. In what is ob
viously a labor of love, Berg
man probes the lives of four
women.
Dissecting them with the
expertise and sensitivity of a
skilled surgeon he leaves ex.posed all their passions, their
anxieties, their frustrations

and their insecurities. Finally
one is face to face with their
very souls and the cries and
whispers which echo from
their souls.
"Cries and Whispers,'
which won the Oscar for Best
Cinematography in 1973 and
Best Foreign Film the yearbefore, will be showing Friday.
Saturday and Sunday even
ings at 6:30 and 9:00. There
will also be 1:30 and4 p.m.per
formances on Saturday and
Sunday.

Friday, May 9

Entertainment!
By ANTHONY BRYANT

SCENE FROM THE CRUCIBLE'

*The Crucible' opens
tonight at Delta
The San Joaquin Delta Col
lege drama department's pro
duction of "The Crucible" will
open tonight at the Delta
Speech Arts Auditorium.
Arthur Miller's play
about guilt by association, set
in Salem in 1692, had a power
ful application to present-day
America where it was first pro
duced in 1953, in the wake of the
McCarthy witch hunt.
The purpose for Miller
writing "The Crucible','as best
expressed by his own words. "I
was drawn to the subject be
cause the historical moment
"The Crucible" plays May
9,10,15,16, & 17. Formorelnformation, call 462-9371.

seemed to give me the poetic
right to create people of higher
self-awareness than the contempory scene affords." This
intention
is
brilliantly
achieved in "The Crucible."
John Proctor, the protagonist,
is sent to the gallows for stand
ing by the truth in the face of
hysteria and false accusation.
This event is significant for our
present day, just as it was for
the 17th century.
"The Crucible" is Arthur
Miller's most frequently pro
duced play and under
standably so since it displays
the vigor and passionate
honesty of the playwright's
mind at its highest pitch.

6:30 & 9 P.m. "Cries and Whispers" at the University Center Theatre
8 p.m. The Crucible" at the Delta Speech Arts Auditorium
8 p.m. Hoo Doo Rhythm Devils, Headhunters, Heartsfield & Terry
Garthwaite at Winterland (S.F.)
8:15 p.m. Opera Scenes - at the Conservatory
8:30 p.m. "Man of La Mancha" at Stockton Civic Theatre
9 p.m. Franci Hogle in the Rathskeller
Saturday, May 10
1:30, 4 p.m., 6:30 & 9 p.m. "Cries and Whispers" at the University
Center Theatre
8 P m. I he Crucible" at the Delta Speech Arts Auditorium
P'm'
IT"' Band Concert at the Conservatory
0 p.m. Man of La Mancha" at Stockton Civic Theatre
• p. m. Jazz at the Rathskeller featuring Kenro Oshidari and SkipMoy
Sunday, May u
L30, 4 p.m., 6:30 & 9 P.m. "Cries and Whispers" at
Center Theatre

the University

Monday, May 12
8 p.m. Joe Cocker and Black Oak Arkansas at the Sacrament11
Memorial Auditorium
Thursday, May 15
8 P.m. "The Crucible"

at the Delta Speech Arts Auditorium

Friday, May 16
6:30 & 9 p.m. "Play it Again, Sam
' at the University Center Theatre
8 p.m. "The Crucible
at the Delta Speech Arts Auditorium
8:30 p.m
8 P.m .Jeff,!^!'°i,La Mancha"
Stockton Civic Theatre
Starship and Sons of Champlin at Winterland (S-'•
Saturday, May 17
Theatre"1 '6

30 & 9 P-m-

"Play it Again, Sam"at the University^'

8 p.m. Jefferson'star v,at lhe UelUl sPeech Arts Auditorium
8:30 p m "Man tarsh'P and Sons of Champlin at Winterland (S" ol La Mancha" at Stockton Civic Theatre
Sunday, May 18
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New UOP
aid wome

UOP's athletic progran
organization in an attempt
ing interest in women's spc
For the first time in the
aid will be made available
collegiate sports next yea
teams—golf, tennis and sw
the men's squad. Women
tunity to participate on the
In addition, UOP has a:
faculty member to direct th«
mural program.
"This is simply an att
-Svtet the.>demands and nee
{/i-f'l^tor Ced Dempsey. " A
ing interested in athletic
a 1%/iLpanded, more effieiently-o
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Bergman s Cries and Whispers this weekend at Swn stressed by many stu

Paramount Pictures has
bought the rights to the GableLombard book and is prepar
ing to film it with James Brolin (Dr. Kiley of "Marcus Welby") as Gable. Many actors
were offered the role, but few.
if any, would accept. E'or it
would take more than just a
good actor to compete with the
strong and viable screen perso
nality of Clark Gable.

Since this is the last issue of the Pacifican (or as it is known
in the Entertainment Department, the "Cif") until Sept
ember, I would like to make my acknowledgements and my
apologies for some of the articles which appeared on the enter
tainment page this semester.
First, the apologies. 1 wish to apologize to Jim Meade for
insinuating (in the April 4 issue) that he didn't have the
courage to make a scheduled jump from on airplane. Jim
didn't chicken out, he merely ran out of money. Meade fully in
tends to reschedule the leap for sometime during the fall (no
pun intended).
Secondly, I'd like to apoligeze to the students of COP for
even making a hypothetical question of David Duke of the
KKK being among you. (April 25)
I also would like to appologize to all of those participants of
this year's Band Frolic whose performances were panned by
the "Cif. Keep those cards and letters coming in. I loved hear
ing from you.
Last, but not least, I wish to make any and all apologies to
the cast and crews of "Anything Goes" for all those things you
yelled at me about last week (whatever they are).
There are also a few people that I would like to thank for
their help in the output of the great entertainment page that
this has been: Alison Barnwell, Luis Reyes, Jim Meade, Alex
Citron, Mark Von Culin and, of course, David Belasco.
P S. I also would like to thank Paul Newman, Steve
McQueen, Jack Nicholson, Burt Reynolds and Robert Redford
for their many appearances.
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"We're trying tocreate
viduals can seek and deveh
Dempsey. "We've had a
women's intramural acti\
eight team sports last ye
"I think this can, in pa
of women's sports in high
"We will provide trav
ing facilities to the womt
men," Dempsey said, "wh
lied department."
The expansion and reo
on the current men's inter
The changes and exf
following ways:
—Twenty to 25 wome
support next fall. They w
ships in the five intercolli
—The women's intern
to five sports next year wi
currently competes in the
Athletic Conference in
volleyball.
—Coaching duties in
shared by one person. Gor
and women's swimming i
men and women in tennis
men's and women's golf s
"We've created dual c
nis and golf in an effort
for our teams," Dempsi
coaches in the areas they'
—Women will continu
swimming, golf and tennis
tition on the women's team
tennis, C.C. Penoyer in ,
competed on men's teams
—And, the school w
several other women's ac
year) to determine if then
to add them as intercollej
—Kathleen Simpson,
co-recreational intramur;
UOP's first full-time coorc
lall. She'll oversee a prog
competing in 12 team spo
titive events.
—A student advisory 1
sist the athletic departrrn
the school's intramural s
As far as the school's
sees continued interest
"One of our limitatio
Dempsey. "We just don'
take over the Delta Coll
should enable our progr.
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^len's tennis season ends
; jylAYTNlER

The bright spot for the Ti
gers was the performance ol
leant captain Steve Kessler.
Kessler beat Larry Douglas ol
i esno State, tj-2. b-3, in the No
3 consolation singles bracket.

, OP men
nit*n **s tennis
I'1' \(i its disappointing

«(#, weekend in San
i . Pacific
M Coast

1
di"rinBAssociation

'

tennis
, bv finishing last in
...J

lilt

Tigers
sweep

glus and Lew Brewer 6-3 4_<j «
2

•It

, was a ve,'V compe
titive tournament," said head
coach
Maurice
McCullen.
Kessler played well in sin
gles and Kessler and Weiser

teamed up with
Mark Weiser to defeat Dou-

teaman„J°f Slule won Hie
Ul lhe SPartans'
Saved
Played .J!
their best ntateh
all
year in doubles.

The Pacific Tiger Base
ball team is doggedly hanging
onto its faint hopes for a PCAA
championship crown this sea
son.
Two weeks ago its chances
were very slim as the team
dropped a twin bill to San Jose
State giving them six league
losses.
However, the Tigers
bounced back this past week
end to sweep a three game set
from San Diego State at Billy
Hebert. Their league record is
now 10-6 and after a non-lea
gue loss to Davis last Tues
day, they are 30-24 overall.

Hank Phster Jr., one ol the top
college tennis players in the
country, was upset in the sin
gles hnals by Kurt Condon of
ban Diego State, 6-7, 7-6. 6-4.
AS FOR Pacific tennis
next year, the outlook appears
good. Only Kessler will be gra
duating from the starling line
up. However, his presence
should not be missed as much
as expected since Jon Kurlin, a
transfer from Occidental lust
year, will be eligible to play
next year.
Also expected to help the
program are three freshmen—
Paul Kurtin, Jon's younger
brother, Josh Munis from New
\ ork and Owen Chambers
from San Diego. 11 indeed these
players arrive at UOP next
lull, the future should be hope
ful for the Tigers.

This year, the main thing
that hurt us was that we hud no
competiveness within our
team," said McCullen. "Next
year, 1 can't see how we won't
(front row 1 to rt) Mike Lee, Ron Kronen- be a better team.

Tennis team
ated in

irk.

men's tennis team—(back row 1 to
McCullen, Steve Kessler
kinnb
U/oicor Ppfn
Rnl i n
Mark Weiser,
Pete Bolinger.
er

(pacific
Tuolum„,f,lh Maurice

I

(Coll'

iee performance
east and crew lisl
Please, We'rJ
be posted and

oduction procedl

berger, Paul Metzger.

'
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SPORTS

UOP program
••praoSCf women's athletics
'use Theatre proJfiV/

landing opportu

•

• .

GREG BAVA, Sports Editor

pects of play pro. ^ athietjc program is undergoing expansion and reS season • j in an attempt to accommodate an ever-increas1
al on
for the first time in the school s history, athletic grants-inope of the Fallon will be made available to women competing in five interand company tole8»te sPorls next year and three °f those women's
n larger attend-ms-80"'lennis and swimming—will share coaches with
t year, which to-tmen's squad. Women will continue to have the oppor000 people.
jy to participate on the men's teams,
id season ticket In addition, UOP has announced the hiring of a full-time
nay be obtained member to direct theschool's rapidly expanding intrahe UOP draniaital program.
Jr Pallon House Ifhis is simply an attempt to upgrade our program to
rltedemands and needs of our students," said Athletic
AorCed Dempsey. "More and more women are becomj interested in athletic competition and the need for an ex»
more efficiently-operated intramural program has
1 f
a stressed by many students."
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By JIM STAVOSKY
The Pacific lacrosse club,
in its first season, dropped two
matches last weekend against
Berkeley and Davis, lowering
its record to three wins and
fqur losses.

We're trying tocreate an athletic setting here where indiiualscan seek and develop their maximum potential," said
icunties. I-inane ly ,.We-ve had a tremendous amount of interest in
o lace with their
s intramurai activities (325 women participated in
nd the cries andlT^
jit team sports last year) and intercollegiate sports.
lich echo lrom
'" l think this can, in part, be attributed to the total growth
toraen's sports in high school," Dempsey added,
and Whispers,•
le Oscar for Best|"Wewill provide travel expenses, equipment and trainphy in 1973 and| facilities to the women on an equitable basis with the
Film the year be- ten." Dempsey said, "while we continue to operate as a unishowing Friday. :td department."
1 Sunday even-lTheexpansion and reorganization will not have any effect
and 9.00. 1 here 5ihecurrent men's intercollegiate program.
30and4p.m.per-JThe
and
ansion will be manifested in the
" Saturday andfajng ^

Center Theatre
itorium
rtsfield & Terry

eatre

it the University

UOP star hurler Larry Prewitt fires another
strike en route to a recent victory over San

-Twenty to 25 women will receive partial grant-in-aid
liport next fall. They will share seven full-tuition scholar* in the five intercollegiate sports.
-The women's intercollegiate program will be expanded
live sports next year with the addition of a golf team. DO
irrently competes in the Northern California Intercollegiate
Wetic Conference in swimming, tennis, basketball and

Golf team Women netters
places 5th finish good year
The UOP varsity golf team
completed its season this
past weekend on a happy note
as it placed fifth in the
PCAA golf championships held
in San Diego. Its showing
was the best ever for a UOP
squad in a league champion
ship.
"The team should be proud
of its performance," said
Tigers' very pleased coach
Glenn Albaugh.
The Tigers, who found
themselves trailing the field
after the first 36 holes of play,
rallied for strong perforances
on the final 18 and climbed ahead of Fresno State in the
final standings.

eatre
ri and Skip Moy

LACROSSE ANYONE?
These are implements used in
the game of lacrosse. Sticks,
pads, helmet and . . . beer?!!

person. Gordon Collet will serve as both men's

^ women's swimming coach; Doris Meyer will handle the
*» and women in tennis and Glen Albaugh will oversee the
e"s and women's golf squads.
We've created dual coaching positions in swimming, ten-

The tournament is model. ed after the Atlantic Coast Con
ference Tournament and will
decide which school will re
present the PCAA in the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association's
post-season
championships at the end of the
1975-76 season.

golf in an effort to provide the best coaching possi e
teams," Dempsey explained. "We re using our
"'hes in the areas they're most qualified for.
T our

-Women will continue to compete on the men s tea™s
fuming, golf and tennis if they can't find ade^uat®
1011 on the women's teams.Three

UOP women (Sue Collier in

C.C. Penoyer in golf and Cathie Warmack in soccer)

®Peted on men's teams during the past year.
club-level activity in
-And, the school
_i will establish

the Sacramento

Mother women's
s activities (field hockey will start next
;ar) to determine if there is a high enough deg
a|ld them as intercollegiate sports in the lu u

iitorium

-Kathleen Simpson, currently director of wal™e" *come
Rational intramurals at Duke Un.versity. will become

Center Theatre

itorium
leatre
hinterland (S.F.)

P ' first full-time coordinator of intramura
students
'• She'll oversee a program involving ne.rly U^students
1IllPeting in 12 team sports and numerous 1
"Ve events.
-A student advisory board will be set up to
cturing
athletic department in improving and restructur

l'he

Jniversity Center

Iitorium
hinterland (S.F )
leatre
University Center

eschool's

)I>SQWfCt|

Linda Priest was the only
Pacific girl to place as she cap

intramural set-up.

^ far as the school's intramural program goes, Dempsey

Where's the ball
The tournament format
gives teams finishing first and
second during the regular sea
son a "bye" through the first
rourrd of the playoff, sche
duled for March 4.
The winners will meet the
teams with "byes" in a March
6 doubleheader and the cham
pion will be determined the
following night.
All games will be played at
Stockton's Civic Auditorium.
]_We're really pleased
to have the tournament here,"
commented UOP basketball
coach Stan Morrison. "I'm
sure this will act as added
incentive for our players. If we
play well and get into the
tournament, playing in front of
our home town fans will be an
advantage."

continued interest and expansion.
fariiities," said
One ol our limitations now is inadeq
when we
;
t(npsey. "We just don't
have enoug ro
• 0f'1976 that
Ae over the Delta College property in the j "!
,0ul<i enable our program to grow considerably

Intramural softball
play under way
Intramural
softball
started last week. With less
than two weeks to play, the sea
son will be very rushed.
The A league is being led
by MFSB, with a record of
three wins and no losses. Omega Phi and The One-AThing teams are in close con
tention with records of 2-1-1.

We've Got The

GOOD SHIT
THE ALPINE STORE

-SPECIAL"
Valid Only During the Following Houra:
SUN. — THUKS. t PJ*. TO II P.M.
FR1 i SAT. 10 PJA. TO MIDNIGHT

FREE

MOUNTAINEERING AND BACKPACKING
Wilderness ecjuipment specialists
SALES & RENTALS

Ul
The unofficial
?tate bird, PSA, has
more flights cormeeting
northern and southern Cah
lorpia than any other airline

SLEEPING BUGS
DOWN CLOTHING
TENTS • BOOTS • PACKS
ACCESSORIES
T0P0 MAPS

465-8356

171 W. ADAMS
(behind Baskin & Robbins)

^

mm:

With This Ad

Fly with us foi
_ a song to'eleven cities.
^nttocatchaPSAGnnrnngtord7 Thats easy Just eaten
up with your campus rep

The B league division 1 is
led by the undefeated Space
Cadets, followed by Six and
The Killers. Division 2 is led by
AKL with Alpha Sigma Pi
In the women's division.
Kappa Alpha Theta is leading
undefeated, with John Ballantyne and Tri-Delta tied for se
cond.

•CP

winners
lire reeen, UOP varsil, •—»g «,,,
proudly display their pnzes. ( ^ ° r ) U K
, Collett, Steve Lewis and Craig senwa
Gordon 1

UOP^H
I THE BIRDS

UOP lennis courts at 4:15 and 5:30

Action from recent intramural softball game.
The games are played on the fields next to the

Award winners

leatre

earn
Beer
ike

Stanford went home gar
nering all of the honors as they
swept to victory in all six of the
sub-tournaments—three sing
les and three doubles.

UOP will host the first
PCAA Basketball Champion
ship Tournament next March,
pending approval at the lea
gue's annual meeting this
year.
The league has considered
this tournament in an effort to
generate added income for the
conference office and keeping
a season-long interest in the
league's basketball schedule.

-Coaching duties in swimming, tennis and golf will be

it the University

Sixteen schools were re
presented including Stanford,
UC-Berkeley, USF and San
Jose State.

UOP to
host PCAA
tourney

Next year the team should
be much stronger and
maturer, with a year of col
lege play under their belts.
Bates is hopeful the increased
interest in lacrosse at UOP will
bring out more participants
next year.

sand

itorium

Last weekend the UOP wo
men's varsity tennis team
competed in the Northern Calfornia Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference tennis champion
ships held at Fresno State.

Larry Prewitt became a
10-game winner as he stifled
the Aztecs in a 2-1 victory Fri
day night in the opener. Russ
Word and Syd Church followed
with shutouts the following day
tured the consolation prize in
by scores of 2-0 and 1-0. Church
one of the singles sub-tourna
had a no-hitter until the sixth
ments.
and finished with a two-hitter.
After losing to Stanford's
The Tigers' one loss of the
No. I seeded player in the week came at the hands of UCopening round. Priest pro
Davis who clobbered the Paci
ceeded to defeat three more op fic mound corps for 10 hits in
ponents by decisive scores.
an 11-1 romp.
Each of the other UOP en
THE CONTEST was ori
trants managed to tally one
ginally scheduled for a night
victory as the girls capped a
game, but Davis showed up in
very impressive season.
the afternoon and caught the
Other Pacific netters com
Tigers unprepared.
peting included Liza Lilley and
The team will travel to
Sharon Katz in singles and the
Long Beach this weekend to
teams of Basia Belza - Lynn
complete the league season. A
Sciarini. Dena Mason - Tambi
sweep there may keep the
BoVliton and Laurie Lloyd Tigers in the running.
Jane Alhouse in doubles.

The final team totals
showed San Jose State—873,
San Diego State—909, Long
Both games were played a- Beach State—919, Fullerton
gainst experienced teams, and State—920, UOP— 929, and
both were lost in close six to Fresno State—939.
San Jose took first and se
four decisions.
Randy Bernard was the cond in individual honors, res
strongest offensive stickman, pectively, with Jim Knoll and
scoring three goals apiece a- teammate Mark Lye three
strokes behind.
gainst Berkeley and Davis.
The highest Pacificf inisher
The last game of the sea was Scotty Puailoa in seventh
son will be home against Davis place. OtherTiger golferscom
peting included Scott Clark,
tomorrow at 1:30 p.m. With a
win against Davis, the Tigers Jeff Metzger, Kelly Erardiand
will wind up the season in an Hank Zastrow.
even four wins and four losses.
"We feel that tomorrow's
game will hopefully be ours,
playing with a full squad, un
like the last two games," said
player-coach Charles Bates.

ftyball.
,ared by one

Diego State 2-1. Prewitl's record is now 10-5.

Stickmen drop two matches

J at

ndar

BRILLIANT pitching was
the key to the Pacific sweep as
the Tiger hurlers allowed only
run in the 25 innings
one
played.

Tiger ace

Swdae

with the purchase of one
at regular price.

ICE CREAM PARLOUR
RESTADRANT
WEBERSTOWN
MALL

Way 9, i975
THE PACIFICAN
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Rathskellar
from pg. one

been $1,850.00.
The 1'igurcs
show how well we have been
doing."

Jobs for qraduates look dismal

from PK- one
any kind of willingness to re
locate, will be able to find a job.
MCGREGOR feels very
strongly that, even though the
odds are bad, liberal arts ma
jors can find good jobs if they
meet several requirements
and do several things.

Judith Chambers, vice
president for student lilt? and
Center board member, said
that she did not think Fairbrook or the administration
vjere opposed to student man
agement.

First, the graduate must
not feel that he or she has to
start at the top or else not work
at all.
Second,

the

job

must make himself a market
able package for the em
ployer. This is not as imper
sonal as it sounds. All it means
is that the graduate needs to
gain experience that will make
him a better prospect than
other applicants — he needs to
set himself apart from the rest.
But above all, McGregor
feels that the graduate must
have desire. He must be
enthused about the job.
McGregor also has some

seeker

tips about the mechanics of
applying for a job. He said
applicants should be personal
and original with their pros
pective employers.
This means that no mat
ter how many places the gra
duate applies,he shouldnot use
form or dittoed letters, add
ress letters "Dear Sir" or fill
out an application with ille
gible handwriting.
McGregor feels that if the
graduate can realize that get

Summer jobs for '75, no exper
ience necessary. Apply lor
I jobs at State and Federal
' Parks. Guest Ranches. Tour
ist resorts, private cam >s
Learn How , When, and Where
10 apply. Receive over 200 Ca
lifornia names and addresses.
.Send $3 to J.O.B.. P.O. BOX
708. Monterey. CA.. 93940

J

Employment! U.S. Foreign!
All Government, Education,
Sales, Social, Costruction, Oil
Fields, Permanent, Part-time,
Resorts,
Parks,
Summer,
Ships, Directory, Application,
Resume, Instructions, Com
plete kit $3 postpaid. National
Information
Service,
422
Washington Building, Wash
ington, D.C. 20005

.

.

i

...

__ i
i .year
' n a r on
n n a
I I
school
a part-time

basis.
She said the jobs include
general labor, clerical, secre
tarial and accounting posi

CARTER SEES about 25

for.

tions.

But what about summer jobs?
Gloria Carter, who is in charge
of summer placement, said
that there is a relatively large
number of good, full-time sum
mer jobs for students, some of
which will even extend into the

Carter feels the biggest
problem facing students who
seek summer employment is
that they usually have a spe
cific location in mind where
they want to work, coupled
with a need to make enough
money to meet their expenses

students a day .^ J'n^elabutshe said it is still rela
year,
since
many
tively
early
not supply
employers
do
until
summer job information
late May or early June.
She stressed that students

FOR^ALE OR RENT

AUTOS

Must Sell! Sears Coldspot
(University Size) refrigerator.
Mustard yellow. Like new
(1974 model) $90 or best offer.
Call Amy or Nora at 462-9326.

For Sale: 1974 Bricklin - in
Stockton.
Electric Gull Wing Doors,
Mag
AM/FM, Air Cond.,
wheels, radials.
Contact (209) 478-3816

For Sale: Beutiful house. 4bed
rooms, 3 full baths, new car
peting, air-conditioning. Nice
yard Walking distance from
the university. Call 478-1860 for

[•'or Sale: '63 yellow cuslomouill VW with wide fires, flared
fenders, white diamond luck
and AM/FM eight track store
o. Good condition. $1,200 or
information.
best offer. Cull Brenda 466For Sale: Amplifier, Fender
8155.
Bassman top, $100. Call 4654481.
For Rent: Nice private room in
pleasant surroundings with
private bath and kitchen pri
vileges. Available immediate
ly for $70 a month including
utilities telephone extension
One mile lrom campus. Call
Ginny Miller 948-1305.

wage guaranteed to seven
ASUOP officials working this
summer.
Senator
Janzen
moved that it be cut to
$90/week, but the
motion
failed 4-13.
It was finally agreed thai
the student leaders would re-

ceive the $100 per week but
with the stipuation that (1)
time cards be kept and (2) a
minimum of 40 hours be put in
per week.
In additional action, the
Asian
Alliance and the
Pilipino Student's Union were

given funds to co-sponsor their
annual Asian Cultural Aflairol
ethnic food, dance and enter
tainment. The
Associated
Pilipino Students were ori
ginally denied a request for
separate cultural
program
funding.
Allocated

Recommendation

Request

Sometimes vou just need to get back to the good old stomp.

3521.67
2703.00
3950.00
2150.00
3579.79
1987.53
1050.00
10000.00
7982.00
1850.00
748.50
1152.00
18346.67
1995.00
315.00
1500.00
1800.00
7150.00
2300.00
400.00
200.00
12110.30
9301.54
12727.50
14000.00
1180.00
1080.00
35130.00
15478.00
5770.00
2726.50
15388.30
4800.00
575.00

Academies
Anderson Y
Asian Alliance
Assoc. Pilipino Students
ASUOP Cards. Insurance
Black Student Union
Calliope
CIP
Debate
Delta Sigma Theta
Elections Committee
Fairhousing Office
Forum
| Gay People's Union
Geology Club
Jazz Festival
Intramurals
Legal Services Center
MEChA
Model United Nations (Gen'l)
(Callison)
Office
OOI
Pacifican
P1RG
Skunks
Spanish Club
Social
j Staff Budget
| SAPHA Fin. Comm.
Student Lobby
Student Services
Summer budget
Undergrad Engl. Assoc.

3027.67
21123.00
2225.00
900.00
3579.79
1538.00
1050.00
8500.00
400.00
375.00
648.50
967.00
13936.67
350.00

3021.67
21123.00
2625.00
400.00
3579.79
1538.00
1050.00
8500.00
400.00
-0748.50
967.00
13936.67
350.00
-0-01620.00
3830.00
1750.00
400.00
-012230.00
8951.54
12377.50
-0-0-029761.67
15478.08
3670.00
1436.50
10635.03
4500.00
-0-

I
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SERVICES OFFERED

FOR SALE OR RENT

For Sale - Good Transporta
tion!
Raleigh. 3 speed bike, good
condition.
$35. Leslie 477-8277.
FOR RENT: Nice private
room in pleasant surroun
dings with private bath and
kitchen privileges. Available
immediately lor $70 a month
. including utilities, telephone
' extension. One mile from cam
pus. Call (iinity Miller- 9481305.
Calculator for sale Texas
Instruments SR-11. Excellent
|condition - cover. AC adaptor.
Mike - 477-7,747.
FOR SALE: GE refrigerator
(available May 19) and hand
made wooden cradle.

FOR SALE: Continental pro
fessional hair dryer in good
condition. Was $30, now $20.
Call 462-0054 mornings or eve
nings.
For Rent: 1 want to sublet my
beautiful apartment for the
summer. 2 bedrooms, fur
nished, decorated, phone, heat
ed pool, 3 blocks from campus.
$170/month. 951-2160.
Girl's 3-speed bike for sale.
Good bike, but nee^s new
brake cable. $30. 951-2160.

LOST AND FOUND
LOST: One very good appe
tite. in the Grace Covell Din
ing Hall. Reward, cull 462-2682.
LOST: 3 mule bullfrogs from
Grace Covell. 3rd floor, east re
frigerator. Must be found for
intensive zoological studies.
Call Jack. 462.f|88.

FOR RENT: Duplex, twostorv. 3 bednns.. 2 full baths, ap LOST: Small wooden pill box
pliances. carpels, drapes, par with ceramic geometric inlay,
tially furnished. O.K. to share 3 inches rectangular contain
w ith up to 4 students. Great lo ing prescription pills. Contact
cation in pleasant, quiet neigh Chris Hebard at 946-2233or948borhood with trees, one block 4540. Also lost: Riviera sun
from campus.
$200/month glasses. half-shaded: very ex
starting June I. for summer pensive. Contact same numand/or full. Call 464-7736 or ,ber.
462-0615.

Pif

I

ASUOP RECORDS

derson Y, 466-1496 and leave
message.
Portion of House: 2 bedrooms,
dining room and a bath. Un
furnished, private entrance,
near campus. Rent$110plusutiHies. Call 463-5278. Availa
ble June 1.

If students are interests
in summer or career empio'
ment counseling, they sh0U|rt
see either Bill McGregor
Gloria Carter at the piaJ
ment center, located in the A,'
umni House across pacj(.
Avenue from Burns Tower

By TIM BUNCE

1969 VW bug. New engine, good
brakes and tires. Runs very
well. $1,000 or best offer. 403-'
0832
•
For Sale: 1973 Toyota Corolla
-01600 Delux Coupe.
alKlenginecon
-0Excellent uu •>
t,
1620.00
chiton. Less than 20.000 miles
3830.00
Good
economical
trans
Sacrifice! SL 125 Honda. 500 portation. Must see to appre
1750.00
MEN - WOMEN! JOBS ON
miles- Bell helmet included. ciate. Call 477-7068 any even
400.00
SHIPS! No experience re
$600 or best oiler. Call Sunnye ing.
-0quired. Excellent pay. World
946-2165 M-F 8.30-5 p.m.
12230.00
1968
Mustang,
good
condition,
wide travel. Perfect summer
Serious inquiries only.
8901.54
best offer, contact John at 946job or career. Send $3 for
12377.50
1971 Honda Elsinore CR 250.
information. SEAFAX, Dept.
2315.
-0Good condition. Iresh engine,
C-12, P.O. Box 2049. Port
FOR SALE:
1972 Triumph
200.00
iv.my extras. Best oiler. Cull
Angeles. Wushingtong 98362.
GT6, excellent condition.
-0Ken 477-3008.
AM/FM radio, with cassette
30211.67
SPINNING tape deck. Call 464-8181
Hashers w anted at AKI, for fall ANTIQUE
15478.08
WHEELS. Circa' 1850, hand
semester. Work 12-14 hr. wk..
3670.00
salary is every meal plus $10 hewn, $175. Circa 1800, elegant FOR SALE: 1970 VW Bug, good
1436.50
trimmings, $225. Both wheels condition, $1,200. Call Todd,
per month. For more informa
10635.03
tion call Stewart at 462-9681 or
work perfectly. Call Todd, 946- 946-2354, or leave phone num4600.00
Kirk at 462-9531.
2354, or leave phone number.
'ber.
-0Keep cool this summer. Air
ASUOP Records is looking for
1969
VW
Bug
New
rebuilt
en
conditioner for sale. Perfect
persons interested in doing
for room or small house. 7,000 gine, new clutch, new brakes
165979.95
231865.59
164979.95
\TOTAL
clerking for lull 1975. Applica
BTU. $50.00 Cull 463-0832.
tions are available at the
or best offer. 463-9336,
y y y Y Y Y V M¥ Y ¥Y ¥ YM W MMMMM» * > « » ¥ * * » ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ W j
ASUOP office. May 12. 1975. k. ROOMMATES
WANT
J>
I
Summer employment at a ED—only $50 per month. For Sale: 1973 Pinto Station 1 •
Wagon.
Fully
equiped,
4-speed
Ichildren's camp at Tulloch Swimming pool, air condition
trans. Woody. Perfect condi >•
Lake near Jamestown. The ing. washer-dryers. Call Mi
tion, 23,000 miles. $3,300 or best
Only two
| camp is coed, ages 8-17 and I chael. 478-1749.
offer. Contact Jim or Mike at
need an experienced water blocks from school.
Starting today, ASUOP Records is featur
Rm. 134 Grace CovellHall any
front director WS1. male, aged FOR SALE: KODAK CAROU
time.
ing new releases by these top artists:
23 or over. 1 also need male and SEL PROGRAMMER. Model
female counselors, 20 years or 1. Brand new. never used. Cost
For Sale: 1959 MGA Sport J The Dramatics
above, a camp housekeeper $135...will sacrifice to best of 1 Roadster LeMans Classic. Re > Commander Cody
Steely Dan
>•
and a camp nurse or nurse's fer. Call Lodi. 369-4761. days:
built engine, wide rear tires,
Rulus
aid. The conditions are rugged Stockton 951-1238. AskforHar- chrome rims, new prime paint
Eric Clapton
ix
•>
Ace
and only non-smokers apply.
and new carpeting. Sporty car.
Deep
Purple
vey.
Cull (209) 847-5269 evenings for
good condition, gas mileage.
appointment.
FOR RENT: Peaceful, 3 bed Call 477-7068 after 5.
plus several old favorites by the Beatles
FOR SALE: '56 Chevy Staroom country home. June 1SUMMER JOB-1975, Just
and the Beach Boys
£
tiohwagon. V-8, 3 speed, buck
Sept. 1: 20 minutes by car to
printed. 1000's of entries. A
et seats. $200. Call Doug at 464campus: washer, dryer and
must for all job searchers who
These lps list for $6.98 and are on sale for
0820 between 12 and 1 p.m.
yard: furnished or unfur
are aerious about finding sum
each.
nished.
Rent $150.00 per
mer employment. Mail $5.95 to
month. Cull 369-8319.
American Research Ltd. 499
Hamilton Avenue. Palo Alto,
2 College girls interested in
FOR SALE: Women's clothes house sitting this summer.
Calif.
from the '30s and 40s. Mani Contact Diane, 462-4727.
kins. wood radios, old camer
A course in computer pro
as and misc. antiques and se
gramming in the ALGOL lang
cond hand items. "You name it
SACRIFICE! 3 mo. old Bailor
uage is being offered this first
Store" 5 miles east of Jackson,
C4. Super mm movie camera.
summer
session, MTThF. 1-3
1.4 auto, zoom ratio single. 8,36 Calif., on Hwy. 88.
p.m. Any student willing to
frames/sec.
Auto & manual
take this course should con
Looking for a house to babysit
exposure control.
Contact
tact Don Gregory at951-3815or
forthesummer. Nopayasked.
Sherry at Farley House Km.
leave your name and number
just room and board. Will take
311.462-9146
with the COP Dean's Office, or
care of dogs, mail, grounds
just show up the first day.
Good Deal on 35mm camera: work, etc. Call Mary at the An
Soviet "Zeliith-B". ' with 1-2
lens, earn iug ease plus. Canon
135 mm lelephoto lor same
1 2.8 All in working order: sold
as a package only loT .iusl $5(1.
Call Janet 462-8526.
FOR SALE: Four Firestone
Steel-belted
radials,
CR70x13". Price $180 for all four,
regular $260. Inquire at 4620135.

must not lose faith too so0n
they do not find a job by jUtl ['
for she often finds that after?
few weeks there are seven
jobs with no students t0 tjl'
them.

View
from the

from pg. one

PACIFICAN CLASSIFIEDS

HELP WANTED

.

ting started is the toughest
part, and can in turn develop
patience in attaining his de
sired goals, then he will even
tually get what he is looking

Senate budget

But she did imply that per
sonality problems had oceured with the present student
management and Kait'brook.

T

^

fnr the full school year. She
said fulfilling such desires^
difficult task, just as It is
permanent employment.

K.P.'s Dating Service..."to
meet that someone special."
Contact K.P., the Head Resi
dent of Eiselen House. Happy
Birthday. K.P.
Mike & Doug's Babysitting
Service. "We like little boys
and girls." Call 1st floor. Price
House.
U-HAUL...low-cost; local and
one-way moves—call 462-1042
or come in at 2701 North Wil
son Way, Stockton.
PERSONALS
Wanted: date for the Omega
Phi Alpha Dance this Satur
day night. Contact D. Koch,
c/o Omega Phi.
Remember: Next year's price
on all classifieds will be 25' an
entry..#uny length, for every
issue you wish your ad to ap
pear. Contact the Pacifican
Classifieds at 946-2114 when
you return to school. Ads will
require payment in advance
and will be run as long as pay
ment is submitted. No excep
tions.
The Pacifican Classi
fieds—you'll find the damn
dest things, give them a try.

STOCKTON GARDEN APARTMENTS
( AND NOW UNDER CONSTRUCTION )
Grand Opening July 1st of the

STOCKTON TERRACE APARTMENTS
these special housing projects are developed for married
students and are presently accepting applications for

ONE BEDROOM FOR $102.00
TWO BEDROOMS FOR $122.00

UTILITIES PAID

AND UP INCLUDING

-ALL ELECTRICAL KITCHENS
-AIR CONDITIONING
-WALL-TO-WALL CARPETS
IDEAL LOCATION

478-0198

•WALK-IN CLOSETS
— DRAPES

— LARGE SIZE APARTMENTS
•SOUND INSULATION

*TWO BLOCKS NORTH OF UOP
*TWO BLOCKS SOUTH OF DELTA
* BETWEEN PACIFIC & PERSHING AVE

AT:

1025 ROSEMARIE LANE

OPEN MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
come in and view our award-winning complex

OR SEE YOUR HOUSING OFFICE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
BUT HURRY!
OUR APPLICATIONS WILL SOON BECOME /JI WAITING LIST!
LQUAL

HOUSING OPPORTUNE

inK

grounds where you spent the golden days of your carefree

youth I" short, one often needs to take a sentimental journey

hock to the good old home town.
.• .
Ah ves the good old home town where everybody sits;,.
,a ,h.. cracker barrel and watches the dirt crack in %
street Of course, my own home town is lar above this stereotvue: this town of mine is a quiet little hamlet, whose life style
one of charm, grace and culluie.
One of the best things about the good old home town is the
i
i ncivNivmer which arrives twice weekly, or whenever the
Sjalf can unify their efforts enough to publish the thing. In my
humble opinion, the local plays a large part .11 the culture of my
good old town and the biggest part of that contribute to the
culture is the Police Blotlei
The Police Blotter is the ollicial (more or less) recordol
the local poicc department's activities. Once you are armed
with the Police Blotter, there is 110 need to ask. What s going
on down home?" You know.
W itness the following exposes

011 the

secret sordidnessol

small town lite:
FKIDAY. APRIL 18
7- 05 a 111. An opossum was struck 011 Ojat Avenue. (Honest to
God right there 011 Ojai Avenue. I mean, what have wecome to
when people can go around striking opossums? And ii things
like this can go 011 in small towns, tlink what it must be like for
opossums in the cities.)
TUESDAY, APRIL 15
1 42 a 111 The Bald Street woman thought she heard someone
shaking her front door. (As might be guessed from the title.
The Bald Street Woman." this lady has become somewhato!
an institution in recent months. From all appearances, she
can be depended 011 for at least one call to the constabulary a
night Her story is basically the same every night aprowlei.
either at the front or back of her home. And, every night, the
officers dutifully check it out, and so the ritual goes 011.)
SATURDAY, APRIL 12
12:35 a.m. A 15-year-old Ojai area girl was found in Lodi keep-j
ing company with a carnival workcrjl' rom Ojai to Lodi—it
seems that some people can't do anything right. Also, that
"keeping company line is great., although 1 was under the
impression that particular phrase went out with Queen Vic
toria.)
By way of explanation to those who are becoming eonfused at this point, the name Ojai is pronounced O-l li. the same
thing you say to someone you run into, whom you didnot parti
cularly want to see.
THURSDAY. APRIL 17
12:45 p.111. A youth reported his jacket stolen.
4:25 p.m. The local ambulance service was asked to cheek una
sick boy 011 Oak Street, possibly drunk.
SUNDAY, APRIL 13
1:10 a.m. Two juveniles were picked up for being on the streets
after curlew
MONDAY. APRIL 14
1:42 a.m. An 18-year-old was arrested and booked for drag
racing.
TUESDAY. APRIL 15
8:26 p.m. An Ojai area man located bis missing 17-year-old on
Grand Avenue (17-year-old what?)
And thus it continues, week alter week. The good.old.
earth-shaking news front the good, ole home town. Of course, a
steady diet of flattened opossums and pilfered jackets do nolo
good. old. hometown newspaper make—but somehow, all the
rest of the local news seems tame put next to the Police Blot
ter.
1 mean, the home advisors column is good. ("Is it a SOOLJ
idea to soak carrots and celery to make litem crisper? ) at"1
it's alw ays good to know that the junior high girl's track tea"1
is doing well, and of course the good, old editor of the uc'ws
paper is still holding his own. The editorial this week is~A^
guessed it—"Small Towns are the Best. " But still, lorexci <•
ment that would inspire at least three new Jack Webb set^
or perhaps another best seller like "Peyton Place. youJU!'
can't beat the Police Blotter.
•
And so. willi the reading oi the latest escapades in the 1
lice Blotter, the sentimental journey fades into llic inisls "IR
is reminded of their roots once again and is perhaps also ie
minded why one is here instead of back there. But. thepiirpo-*-'
is served, for no matter how far one goes in life, thai simi'1^
naive, country home is ever-present in the memory. Still- 11
woiried about that damn opossum.

THE GOOD OLD DAYS ARE
HERE TO STAY!

NEW FOR STOCKTON NEW FOR UOP
RIGHT OUT OF THE 1930 s

THE PROHIBITION PIZZA
PARLOR
THURS.NIGHTSARE
FRAT & SORORITY
NITES
PITCHER OF BEER

95c

LIVE MUSIC

& dancinc

FRI. & SAT. NlG|f
TONIGHT FEATURI
CR

GOOD FOOD&GOODTIMES
FOR THE LOWEST PRICES
IN TOWN

CHECK IT OUT & SPREAD THF
NEWS...
THE GOOD TIMES ARE BACK!
744 N. EL DORADO

463- 5864

